Canary Bird

Section 1: Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Old and Modern Shrub Roses encompass many and
diverse uses. Generally speaking, they are easy to grow
and will tolerate a wide range of soil types and habitat.
Many combine beauty of form, perfume and stature
while, at the same time, exuding a compelling aura of
mystery and romance.

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

“In my own garden Dunwich Rose is always
the irst rose to come out. Flowering all
the way down its arching stems, it sits
so beautifully against the purple of the
ceanothus it is planted alongside.”
Ian Limmer, Nursery Manager

This includes everything from pure white to cream. RHS Colour Charts: 1D, 2C, & D,
4D, 8D, 9D, 12D, 11B & C, 13D, 18C & D, 19D, 20D, 27, 155, 158, 159 B & C.

Up to 3 feet (90cm)
Gruss an Aachen ~ (Floribunda) A superb rose of
very tidy habit. Flesh-pink changing to cream as lowers
age. Shapely, double lowers. Fragrant. Good, glossy
foliage. Ideal for bedding.
Geduldig 1909 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Cécil Brunner White
Cécile Brunner White ~ (China) A beautiful white
form of ‘Cécile Brunner’ with all its parents’
characteristics except colour - small, double lowers
continuously produced in sprays. Good plentiful
foliage. Ideal for button holes.
£17.45 each
Fauque & Fils 1909 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
3+ £15.70 each

Katharina Zeimet
Katharina Zeimet ~ (Polyantha) Clusters of small,
double, pure white lowers on a stocky plant. Bright
green, glossy foliage. Ideal for front of borders.
Lambert 1901 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Dunwich Rose
Dunwich Rose ~ (Pimpinellifolia) Early lowering,
medium sized, single, white lowers with prominent
yellow stamens. Small, fern-like foliage and many bristles.
Unknown 1950s (60x120cm) 2 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Macmillan Nurse

Gruss an Aachen
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Macmillan Nurse ~ (Modern Classic) An excellent
little shrub rose with old-fashioned rosette style
blooms of white occasionally lushed peach, borne in
clusters. They are subtly scented and appear
continuously throughout the summer and autumn
against dark green, glossy foliage.
Beales 1998 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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White & Cream Shades

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Maman Cochet White ~ (Tea) White form of ‘Maman
Cochet’. Shapely high centred lowers on a healthy,
well foliated plant.
Cook 1896 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Marie-Jeanne ~ (Polyantha) Clusters of fully double
rosette-shaped blooms of pale, blush-cream. Almost
thornless, with glossy light green tinted bronze foliage.
An excellent, under-used rose.
Turbat 1913 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Pearl Drift

Molly Sharman-Crawford

Pearl Drift ~ (Modern Shrub) Semi-double, large
lowers of ice-white, tinged pink. When open the
blooms reveal prominent yellow stamens. Compact
habit with healthy, glossy dark foliage. Can be grown as
a small ground cover or alternatively looks very
effective growing through a hedge.
Le Grice 1980 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.45 each

Molly Sharman-Crawford ~ (Tea) Shapely, fragrant,
fully double, white lowers with greenish tinge. Foliage
rich green, slender angular growth. If space is limited
this rose is ideal for growing in a tub.
Dickson 1908 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Queen’s Jubilee Rose

Nelson’s Pride
Nelson’s Pride ~ (Modern Shrub) A medium-tall
Floribunda shrub producing large clusters of sizeable
semi-double lowers of soft creamy-white with
pronounced golden stamens when open. A mild
fragrance. Growth, bushy, with ample dark green
foliage. An ideal rose for bedding or for making a
low growing hedge. Introduced as part of the 200th
Anniversary of The Battle of Trafalgar in 2005.
Beales 2006 (75x60cm) 2½ x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Queen’s Jubilee Rose ~ (Modern Classic) We were
thrilled to have worked with Walk England, during
the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations launching
this exquisite, healthy, repeat lowering shrub rose
with fully double, scented white blooms lushed
with peach, produced on a dark green bush.
Beales 2012 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Rose de Meaux White ~ (Centifolia) A charming little
upright growing bush, bearing masses of white to
blush, small, double lowers. Scented.
Unknown origin Pre 1824 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’ £17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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White Pet ~ (Polyantha) A short growing rose
producing huge trusses of pure white pompon-like
blooms throughout the summer. Scented buds heavily
lushed pink. Needs grouping for best effect.
Henderson 1879 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Yvonne Rabier
Yvonne Rabier ~ (Polyantha) Clusters of small,
double, white lowers with hints of lemon in the base
of each lower. Scented. Glossy rich green foliage.
Turbat 1910 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

3 to 5 feet (90cm to 150cm)
Blanche Moreau ~ (Moss) Double, white, medium
sized, very fragrant lowers produced from maroon
moss covered buds. Summer lowering.
Moreau & Robert 1880 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’ £17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Botzaris ~ (Damask) Fully double, quartered lowers of
creamy-white. Sweet damask scent. Ample light green
foliage. A superb rose.
Unknown 1856 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Blanc Double de Coubert
Blanc Double de Coubert ~ (Rugosa) Beautiful, pure
white, semi-double, papery blooms with a very strong
scent. Sets hips intermittently. Lovely crisp healthy
foliage. Ideal for woodland planting or growing as a
hedge.
Cochet-Cochet 1892 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’ £14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Blancheleur ~ (Centifolia) Very double, sweetly
scented white with occasional pink tints. The plant is
of typical Centifolia open habit. Summer lowering.
Vibert 1835 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Boule de Neige
Boule de Neige ~ (Bourbon) A ine lax shrub with
leathery foliage bearing full lowers of pure white with
a strong fragrance. Summer and autumn lowering.
Lacharme 1867 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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White Pet
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Burnet Double White
Burnet Double White ~ (Pimpinellifolia) ‘Scotch
Rose.’ Early lowering, small, cupped, double white
lowers borne in abundance on the whole length of
the arching branches. Small, round, blackish hips in late
autumn. Attractive small fern-like foliage.
Unknown Pre 1650 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Jacqueline du Pré
Mme. Hardy ~ (Damask) One of the outstanding old
garden roses, elegant in growth and sumptuous in
bloom, being very double and well formed with
incurved centres, of almost pure white around a green
button eye. Very fragrant.
Hardy 1832 (150x150cm) 5 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Countess of Wessex
Countess of Wessex ~ (Modern Shrub) A beautiful
cream coloured shrub rose of excellent health and
vigour. The lowers are large and very highly scented,
opening from pointed buds to display golden yellow
stamens. Foliage is dark and glossy on a dense plant.
Beales 2004 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Mme. Hardy
Manning’s Blush ~ (Sweet Briar) A double, white,
Sweet Briar of reasonable proportions and habit, ideal
for the smaller garden. Apple scented foliage.
Manning Pre-1819 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Gloire Lyonnaise ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Large, cupped
semi-double lowers of pure white with lemon base.
Leathery foliage. Scented and thornless.
Guillot & ils 1885 (120x60cm) 4 x 2’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Jacqueline du Pré ~ (Modern Shrub) Beautiful semidouble, blush-white lowers, in clusters with
pronounced pink stamens. Rudely healthy with a
delicious musk scent. This rose is a real addition to any
garden and if space is limited will comfortably grow in
a container.
Harkness 1989 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Marie Bugnet
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Nyveldt’s White
Penelope ~ (Hybrid Musk) Semi-double, creamy-pink
paling to white, medium sized lowers with a good
fragrance. One of the best of the group.
Pemberton 1924 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Mary Manners
Mary Manners ~ (Rugosa) A free-lowering, pure
white Rugosa with ample foliage. Fairly upright as
Rugosas go. Scented. A good companion to ‘Sarah Van
Fleet’, of which it is a sport.
Leicester 1970 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Penelope
Penelope Hobhouse ~ (Hybrid Musk) Large clusters of
white, semi-double lowers emerging from pale pink
buds. Repeat to continuous lowering. Arching growth,
could climb. Lovely abundant light green foliage.
Scarman 2003
£14.95 each
(150x150cm) 5 x 5’
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container

£19.75 each

Moonlight
Moonlight ~ (Hybrid Musk) Clusters of semi-double
free lowering, lemon to white lowers borne on long,
well-foliated reddish stems.
Pemberton 1913 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Nyveldt’s White ~ (Rugosa) Large, pure white, single
lowers on a vigorous dense, thorny bush, with
conspicuous fruit in autumn. Extremely fragrant.
Nyveldt 1955 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Penelope Hobhouse
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Marie Bugnet ~ (Rugosa) Pure white, fragrant, double
lowers of tousled form, in small clusters amidst an
abundance of light green, crinkled foliage, on a bushy,
healthy plant. Very hardy.
Bugnet 1963 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Sally Holmes ~ (Modern Shrub) A Floribunda-like shrub
with upright growth and good foliage. Single large
lowers of white tinged with peach/pink, borne in large
trusses. A healthy, strong rose.
Holmes 1976 (120x60cm) 4 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Pompon Blanc Parfait
Pompon Blanc Parfait ~ (Alba) Small, exquisite,
blush-white, double rosette lowers borne in clusters.
Scented. Fine smooth foliage.
Verdier c1876 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Schneezwerg
Schneezwerg ~ (Rugosa) ‘Snowdwarf’. An interesting,
smaller member of the Rugosas, producing large
quantities of fragrant semi-double, pure white lowers,
with conspicuous golden yellow stamens. Very
perpetual. Later lowers appear together with smaller
scarlet fruit.
Lambert 1912 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Prosperity
Prosperity ~ (Hybrid Musk) Trusses of very double
creamy-white lowers which look well against its dark
glossy leaves, strongly scented. Creates a stunning
hedge.
Pemberton 1919 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Shailer’s White Moss ~ (Moss) ‘White Bath’. A white
form of ‘Rosa centifolia muscosa’, with medium sized,
double blooms. A profusely mossed, fragrant variety.
Well worth growing. Summer lowering.
Shailer 1788 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Quatre Saisons Blanc Mousseux ~ (Moss) ‘Perpetual
White Moss’. A well mossed bud opening to fully
double, medium sized, white scented lowers. An old
variety.
Laffay 1835 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£16.50 each
£14.85 each

Sir Frederick Ashton

Sally Holmes
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Sir Frederick Ashton ~ (Modern Shrub) A superb,
white sport from ‘Anna Pavlova’ with all the
attributes of its parent - large double blooms and
superb ‘expensive’ perfume. Growth is upright and
stoutly vigorous with the large, many petalled
lowers held on strong, irm necks. Foliage leathery
and dark green.
Beales 1987 (120x60cm) 4 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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White Grootendorst
White Grootendorst ~ (Rugosa) Sport of ‘Pink
Grootendorst’. Clusters of small, double, carnation-like
white lowers. Bright green foliage.
Eddy 1962 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
White Provence ~ (Centifolia) ‘Unique Blanche’.
Creamy-white, late lowering variety with considerable
garden value. Each double bloom having a fascinating
silky texture and excellent scent.
Grimwood 1775 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

White Wings
White Wings ~ (H.T.) This lovely, single rose has large
papery lowers of white with pronounced, chocolate/
red anthers. Foliage is leathery and dark green upon
slim stems.
Krebs 1947 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Over 5 feet (150cm plus)
Alba Semi-Plena ~ (Alba) Semi-double pure white
lowers borne on a graceful plant with matt grey green
leaves. Sweetly scented. Good hips in autumn.
16th century or earlier (240x150cm) 8 x 5’ £14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Alba Maxima
Alba Maxima ~ (Alba) ‘Jacobite Rose’, ‘White Rose of
York’. Similar to ‘Great Maiden’s Blush’: medium sized
double blooms, white with a creamy tinted centre. Very
fragrant. Leaden-blue green leaves. Good autumn fruit.
16th Century (180x150cm) 6 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Alba Semi-Plena
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Nevada ~ (Modern Shrub) (Reputedly of Moyesii origin)
A large shrub, at its best in May and June when arching
branches are covered with large semi-double, fragrant,
creamy-white blooms. An excellent free lowering rose
of great beauty.
Dot 1927 (240x210cm) 8 x 7’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Heather Muir

Pax ~ (Hybrid Musk) Perhaps the largest of the Hybrid
Musks. Double, cream lowers up to 10cm in size, fading
to white on a vigorous bush.
Pemberton 1918 (180x150cm) 6 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Heather Muir ~ (Sericea Hybrid) A useful rose
because of its long lowering period in spring and the
ornamental value of its orange hips. Pure white, single
lowers. Stems are covered in wedge-like thorns.
Sunningdale Nursery 1957
(240x180cm) 8 x 6’.
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Rosa rugosa Alba

Mme. Legras de St. Germain
Mme. Legras de St. Germain ~ (Alba) An almost
thornless rose of creamy-white. The large, double
fragrant lowers combine well with the grey-green
foliage.
£14.95 each
Pre-1846 (210x180cm) 7 x 6’.
3+ £13.45 each

Rosa rugosa Alba ~ (Rugosa) The late lowers contrast
splendidly with the huge red hips. Bright green foliage,
turns an attractive yellow in the autumn. Blooms are
large, single pure white and scented.
c.1784
£14.95 each
(180x180cm) 6 x 6’
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container

£19.75 each

Snowdon

Nevada
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Snowdon ~ (Rugosa) Medium, fully-double white
lowers, produced freely on a well foliated shrub.
Slightly fragrant.
Austin 1989 (210x180cm) 7 x 6’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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“The deliciously fragrant creamy-yellow
blooms of Grosvenor House make it ideal
for the middle of a hot border. Monarda
‘Cambridge Scarlet’ looks stunning with it.”
Ian Limmer, Nursery Manager

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Yellow Shades
This includes all the various yellows from mustards through canary yellow to lemon and lemony creams.
RHS Colour Charts: 1 A to C, 2 A to B,3, 4 A to C. 5, 6, 7, 8 A to C, 9 A to C, 11 A & B, 12,
13 A to C, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 A & B, 19 A to C, 20 A to C, 21, 23 C to D.

Up to 3 feet (90cm)

Cynthia Brooke
Alexander Hill Gray
Alexander Hill Gray ~ (Tea) ‘Yellow Maman Cochet’.
Large, shapely high centred, double lowers are lemon
yellow becoming deeper with maturity. Very fragrant.
Vigorous.
Dickson 1911 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Etoile de Lyon ~ (Tea) Twiggy growth supporting rich
golden-yellow, double lowers which fade to ivory
with age. Highly scented.
Guillot Fils 1881 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Etoile de Lyon

Anna Olivier

Golden Melody ~ (H.T.) We have revived this
beautiful pale yellow to buff double rose, as one of
the very best from the Thirties. Highly scented.
La Florida 1934 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Anna Olivier ~ (Tea) Superbly shaped, double full
lowers of soft primrose with deeper centres. Well
perfumed. Suitable for growing in a warmer climate
and a lovely rose grown in a tub. Obtained from David
Ruston, Australia.
Ducher 1872 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Cynthia Brooke ~ (H.T.) Large, double, globular
lowers of tawny-yellow, lushed pink on a strong but
bushy plant. Leathery foliage.
McGredy 1943 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Golden Melody
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Isabella Sprunt
Isabella Sprunt ~ (Tea) Sulphur yellow sport of
‘Safrano’. Shapely, semi-double blooms in profusion.
Fragrant. Foliage is mid-green and plentiful.
Sprunt/Buchanan 1865 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’ £17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Soleil d’Or
Souvenir d’Elise Vardon ~ (Tea) A shapely, fragrant
rose of double, coppery-yellow, overlaid with cream
blooms. Foliage is leathery and glossy. Best placed in a
sheltered position.
Marest 1855 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Lady Hillingdon
Lady Hillingdon ~ (Tea) Pointed buds opening to
superb large, double, apricot-yellow lowers. Dark
foliage and purple stems. Rich fruity tea scent.
Lowe & Shawyer 1910 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Perle des Jardins ~ (Tea) A fragrant, shapely, sulphur
to buff, double rose which although quite hardy
outdoors is better under glass.
Levet 1874 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Soleil d’Or ~ (H.T.) Very large, fully double lowers are
deep orange-yellow to tawny gold shaded red and
fragrant. Foliage is rich green on a thorny plant.
Pernet-Ducher 1900 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Sutters Gold
Sutters Gold ~ (H.T.) A free lowering, sunshine yellow,
large, double lower with orange shadings. Likes a good
rich soil. Scented.
Swim 1950 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Woburn Abbey ~ (Floribunda) See picture on next
page. Clusters of very full, deep golden yellow to
amber lowers, lushed red at times. A very colourful
rose. Good dark green foliage.
Sidey & Cobey 1962 (75x75cm) 2½ x 2½’ £17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Yellow Mutabilis

Woburn Abbey.
See description on previous page

Yellow Mutabilis ~ (China) Seedling of the famous
China with many of its parents’ attributes: slightly
smaller medium sized, single blooms, but soft yellow
fading to white in colour.
Beales 2008 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each

3 to 5 feet (90cm to 150cm)

Autumn Delight

Ambassador Nogami
Ambassador Nogami ~ (Modern Shrub) Strong,
yellow, semi-double, scented blooms. Upright
growth. Good, mid-green foliage. Introduced for
a good friend of our Company, who was then, the
Japanese Ambassador to the UK.
Beales 2007 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Autumn Delight ~ (Hybrid Musk) Semi-double
lowers are soft yellow to white and emerge from
shapely buds in large trusses. Almost thornless, bushy
growth.
Bentall 1933 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Autumn Sunset ~ (Modern Shrub) Sport of
‘Westerland’. Deep yellow, very free lowering, large
well scented blooms. Good, glossy foliage. Introduced
into the UK for Mike Lowe of the USA. An excellent
variety.
Lowe 1986 (120cmx90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Autumn Sunset
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Buff Beauty
Buff Beauty ~ (Hybrid Musk) One of the most
beautiful roses in this group. A vigorous plant bearing
large trusses of apricot-yellow to buff-yellow, medium
sized, semi-double, fragrant lowers. Flowering from
mid-summer onwards.
Bentall 1939 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Francesca
Francesca ~ (Hybrid Musk) Semi-double apricotyellow lowers borne in large sprays on strong lax
stems. Scented. Good foliage.
Pemberton 1921 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Daybreak
Daybreak ~ (Hybrid Musk) An early lowering, semidouble rose bearing several small yellow lowers on
each stem, which fade to cream. Dark glossy foliage.
Pemberton 1918 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each

Faithful Friend
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Golden Wings
Golden Wings ~ (Modern Shrub) Large, single clear
yellow lowers on a tidy plant. Very free lowering.
Ideal for growing in a tub in a warm situation.
Shepherd 1953 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Grosvenor House ~ (Modern Shrub) See picture on
next page. Rich golden honey colour in the centre,
paling to creamy-yellow at the edges of the petals.
Mid-green and abundant foliage. Produces large
quantities of double lowers continuously throughout
the summer. Delicious fragrance.
Beales 2009 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Faithful Friend ~ (Modern Shrub) Introduced for
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People. The name was suggested
by Paul Jarman, a local vet. The superb bright yellow
blooms of this excellent small shrub rose open up to
display a coronet of amber coloured anthers. They are
borne in clusters continuously throughout the summer.
Leaves healthy and mid-green.
Beales 2007 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Old Yellow Scotch ~ (Pimpinellifolia) Small, double,
non-fading golden-yellow lowers borne on a thorny
but compact plant. Early lowering.
Unknown A very old variety
(120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Safrano ~ (Tea) Pointed, saffron yellow deepening to
apricot lowers, semi-double when open. Foliage is midgreen and plentiful. Free lowering. Prefers a sheltered
position.
Beauregard 1839 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Grosvenor House.
See description on previous page

Tall Story
Leah Tutu
Leah Tutu ~ (Modern Shrub) Introduced as a
tribute to Leah, wife of Archbishop Desmond Tutu.
This superb, multi-petalled shrub rose is very free
lowering and of a rich golden yellow colour. It has a
good fragrance and the plant is endowed with
abundant dark green foliage. Bred by Colin Horner.
Beales 2009 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Lichtkönigin Lucia
Lichtkönigin Lucia ~ (Modern Shrub) This is an
outstanding, accommodating shrub rose. Double,
bright yellow, scented blooms. Healthy, glossy foliage
in abundance. Should be better known.
Kordes 1966 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Tall Story ~ (Modern Shrub) Shapely buds open to
semi-double, soft yellow, freesia scented lowers
fading to white. These are produced in clusters on a
well foliated, reliable plant.
Dickson 1984 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Thisbe
Thisbe ~ (Hybrid Musk) Small, sulphur-straw coloured,
double rosette blooms, borne in large clusters on a
bushy plant with glossy foliage.
Pemberton 1918 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Dr. Eckener ~ (Rugosa) Huge semi-double, cupped
lowers of pale yellow on a copper-pink background,
with pronounced stamens when fully open. Scented,
with coarse foliage and growth.
Berger 1931 (240x240cm) 8 x 8’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each

Agnes
Agnes ~ (Rugosa) This rose shows its parentage in its
dark green Rugosa-type leaves and inely prickled
stems. A very vigorous plant with spreading branches
bearing pale amber-yellow blooms about 3” across
which are full and scented. Recurrent. A useful rose
where a yellow shade of the Rugosa type is desired.
Saunders 1922 (180x150cm) 6 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Frühlingsgold
Frühlingsgold ~ (Modern Shrub/Pimpinellifolia
Hybrid) Large, golden-yellow lowers are a little more
than single borne on a somewhat thorny, tall bush.
Very profuse in bloom but not recurrent.
Kordes 1951 (210x150cm) 7 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Canary Bird
Canary Bird ~ (Modern Shrub) ‘Rosa Xanthina
spontanea’. One of the earliest roses to lower.
Arching branches of bright yellow, single lowers with
pronounced anthers. Sometimes repeats.
Foundling about 1900 (240x180cm) 8 x 6’ £14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Goldbusch ~ (Modern Shrub) Large, semi-double,
highly fragrant, yellow lowers in clusters amongst
abundant light green slightly scented foliage.
Kordes 1954 (240x150cm) 8 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Danaë ~ (Hybrid Musk) Clusters of medium sized,
semi-double blooms of buff yellow changing to cream
with age. Healthy and vigorous, with dark foliage.
Pemberton 1913 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Mountbatten

Dr Eckener
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Mountbatten ~ (Floribunda) Rose of the Year 1982.
Huge clusters of rich golden yellow, pleasantly scented,
cupped, double blooms. Bright glossy foliage on a
sturdy shrub.
Harkness 1982 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Over 5 feet (150cm plus)

“Westerland is such a sturdy and robust
shrub that it will happily grow in the
middle of a border or can even be used as a
small climber adding colour and interest to
something like the front of a bungalow. ”
Ian Limmer, Nursery Manager

Up to 3 feet (90cm)

Child Of My Heart
Anne Watkins
Anne Watkins ~ (H.T.) A relatively modern rose not
often seen listed these days, but worth preserving. A
shapely bloom, apricot and cream lushed pink.
Fragrant and free lowering with upright growth.
Watkins 1963 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Arethusa
Arethusa ~ (China) Clusters of soft yellow, small
double lowers with heavy orange and pink tints.
Slender growth. A useful member of the China group.
Continuously lowering.
Paul 1903 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Child Of My Heart ~ (H.T.) Double, strongly
scented peach blooms. Good, plentiful, leathery
foliage. Introduced for East Anglia Children’s Hospice.
Beales 2008 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Diamond Jubilee ~ (H.T.) A lovely double rose of buff
apricot. Fragrant and free lowering. Good for cutting,
exhibition and bedding.
Boerner 1947 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Diamond Jubilee
Jenny Wren ~ (Polyantha) See picture on next page.
A delightful free lowering double rose of soft,
creamy-apricot orange shades with a slight fragrance.
The foliage is mid green with good bushy ine growth.
Ratcliffe 1957 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
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Orange Shades
This covers both the yellow and red based oranges and the smokey oranges to the peaches and apricots.
RHS Colour Charts: 24 to 26, 28 to 35, 158 to 170

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Jenny Wren.
See description on previous page
Mrs Oakley Fisher ~ (H.T.) One of the several good
single H.Ts of the 1920’s. A beautiful clear apricot
lower without the harshness of other roses of similar
colour. Highly scented. Slender growth with dark
bronzed green foliage.
Cant 1921 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Thais

Mrs Oakley Fisher

Thais ~ (H.T.) A rare variety. Rounded buds open to
full, shapely, frilled cupped lowers of apricot through
to yellow with red/orange veining. Dark leathery
foliage. Very fragrant.
Meilland 1954 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

3 to 5 feet (90cm to 150cm)

Clytemnestra
Clytemnestra ~ (Hybrid Musk) Small sweetly scented
lowers of buff suffused peachy-salmon with
pronounced golden yellow anthers. Borne in clusters
amid leathery dark green foliage.
Pemberton 1915 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
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Francis Copple ~ (Modern Shrub) Lovely fragrant,
semi-double, coppery-yellow blooms paling to
primrose as the lower ages. It is very free lowering
throughout the summer and will produce a good
crop of oval shaped orange hips, if not deadheaded.
The foliage is good and glossy. It can be planted
in small groups or used as a short hedge. The rose
was named in memory of a Metropolitan Policeman
who loved roses.
Beales 2010 (150x75cm) 5 x 2½’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each

Louise Clements

Fred Loads
Fred Loads ~ (Modern Shrub) Striking bright, large
vermilion orange blooms, almost single in impressive
sized trusses. Fragrant. Upright growth. Makes a bold
statement in the garden.
Holmes 1968 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Louise Clements ~ (Modern Shrub) Old fashioned
shaped, fully double lowers are intense copper orange
and highly scented. The plant is upright in growth with
bronze green foliage. Bred and named by the late John
Clements of Heirloom Roses, Oregon, USA for his wife.
Clements 1998 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Gardener’s Joy
Gardener’s Joy ~ (Modern Shrub) A healthy,
medium to short shrub rose of champagne to soft
apricot colour with lots of superb, light green, semiglossy foliage. Its unique colouring ills a gap in the
current range of available modern shrub roses.
Beales 2005 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Perle d’Or
Perle d’Or ~ (China) Clusters of small shapely buffpeach lowers, fully double and perfumed. Produced on
a vigorous slender plant. Rich green foliage. Similar to
pink China ‘Cécile Brunner’.
Rambaux 1884 (120x60cm) 4 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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The Churchill Rose

Raymond Carver
Raymond Carver ~ (Modern Shrub) A tall, free
lowering shrub, bearing old fashioned style amber
coloured lowers with a good fragrance. Well foliated
with glossy dark, coppery-green, healthy foliage. Will
also make a useful, small wall climber. This rose is
making its mark amongst the all too few good orange
shrub roses.
Horner 1999 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

The Churchill Rose ~ (Modern Shrub) A stunning,
free-lowering shrub rose with medium-sized, semidouble, lightly perfumed blooms. The peach buds
change to a delicate peach and yellow as they open.
Very healthy with abundant mid-green, glossy foliage.
It can be grown as a freestanding shrub rose or as a
small climber, if planted next to a wall or fence. We
are proud to be associated with such an iconic
person and the world-famous Churchill College,
Cambridge.
Beales 2011 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

St. Clare
St. Clare ~ (Modern Shrub) This rose, was raised by
the late Colin Horner. It is a full petalled rose, opening
cushion-like from a shapely bud. Not an easy colour to
describe; it is biscuity, overlaid with pinkish tints. It is
fragrant, healthy and compact for a shrub rose, with
dark foliage. Unusual and beautiful.
Horner 2007 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Westerland
Westerland ~ (Modern Shrub) Clusters of red buds
open to large bright apricot-orange blooms. This rose
has much to commend it including its scent. Good,
glossy foliage, shade tolerance, hardiness and
adaptability as a tall shrub or climber.
Kordes 1969 (120x90cm) 5 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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“Producing up to as many as 200 dog
rose like lowers on the end of each stem,
but with the added bonus of lowering
all summer long, it’s easy to see why
Ballerina is so popular.”
Ian Limmer, Nursery Manager

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Soft Pink Shades
This colour band ranges from the delicate blushes to the satin and silky pinks to quiet salmons.
RHS Colour Charts: 36 to 39, 43 C, 49 A to D, 50 B to D, 51 C & D, 52 B & C, 54 B & C,
55, 56, 72, 63 C & D, 65, 68 B to D, 69, 75 B & C

Up to 3 feet (90cm)

Alfred de Dalmas
Alfred de Dalmas ~ (Moss) ‘Mousseline’. Clusters of
semi-double, medium-sized, creamy-white blooms
lushed pink, with a strong scent, produced from June
to October. Mossy buds and stems.
Laffay 1855 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Anthony
Anthony ~ (Modern Shrub) Shapely, fully double,
soft pink blooms continuously produced in great
abundance. Scented, tidy plant with dark green
glossy foliage. Quite thorny.
Beales 2002 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Belle Isis ~ (Gallica) A beautiful rose of a lovely delicate
pale pink, with a lat quartered form on a small to
medium bush. Tidy upright, growth. Grey-green foliage.
Parmentier 1845 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Amélie Nothomb
Cécile Brunner
Amélie Nothomb ~ (Modern Shrub) Orange buds
open to lovely old fashion-style lowers of soft peach,
coral and champagne shades. Dark green healthy
foliage. Scent is fresh. Ideal as a specimen rose or
planting in containers.
Delbard 2016 (90x60m) 3 x 2’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Cécile Brunner ~ (China) ‘Maltese Rose’ ‘Sweetheart
Rose’. Delicate soft pink, double, small blooms of
Hybrid Tea shape. Good for button holes. Free
lowering and scented. Low bushy growth.
Ducher 1880 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Duchesse de Brabant ~ (Tea) Very fragrant, fully
double cupped lowers of soft silvery-pink in
profusion. Healthy, hardy, upright bushy growth.
A delight in all weathers.
Bernède 1857 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Dainty Bess
Dainty Bess ~ (H.T.) A lovely variety from the 1920s for
those who like single roses. Ragged edged petals of soft
pink combine with the golden brown stamens to form a
lovely lower of some 3” across, borne in clusters.
Archer 1925 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Ellen Willmott
Ellen Willmott ~ (H.T.) A charming, single variety.
Pronounced golden anthers framed by wavy petals of
cream and pink. Upright growth. Foliage and stems
tinted purple.
Archer 1936 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Dresden Doll
Dresden Doll ~ (Moss) Soft green mossy and pointed
buds. Flowers are small, semi-double, cupped, soft pink
and fragrant. A most useful little rose in a small garden
or in tubs.
Moore 1975 (30x30cm) 1 x 1’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Enfant de France
Enfant de France ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) A huge rose of
silvery-pink with a satin-like texture. Very full and
scented. A beautiful rarity. May not be authentically
named but despite this, well worth growing.
Lartay 1860 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Duchesse de Brabant
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Falkland ~ (Pimpinellifolia) Fully double, cupped pale
soft-pink blooms. Flowers in profusion on a compact,
tidy plant with small, fern-like leaves.
An old variety (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Comtesse Vandal ~ (H.T.) A very beautiful variety,
especially to those who like high centred roses. Orange
bud opening to soft salmon with an orange-pink
reverse. Scented.
Leenders 1932 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Fimbriata
Fimbriata ~ (Rugosa) ‘Phoebe’s Frilled Pink’. Very
fragrant clusters of small, carnation-like lowers of soft
pink. Rich, light green foliage. Bushy upright growth.
Morlet 1891 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Grace de Monaco
Grace de Monaco ~ (H.T.) Very large, globular lowers
of light rose pink. Highly scented. Bushy growth with
dark, leathery foliage.
Meilland 1953 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Fru Dagmar Hastrup
Fru Dagmar Hastrup ~ (Rugosa) Beautiful, clear
rose-pink, large, single blooms adorning a fresh green,
compact bush. Splendid autumn colouring with large
crimson hips. Obscure origin.
Hastrup c.1914 (90x120cm) 3 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Gloire de France ~ (Gallica) Very double, medium
sized, pale pink lowers produced in great profusion.
Most useful as a low-growing slightly spreading variety
or cascading.
Bizard 1828 (90x120cm) 3 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Hermosa
Hermosa ~ (China) A rose for the smaller garden,
small, scented, delicate pale pink cupped blooms.
Ought to be grouped in threes for best effect.
Marcheseau 1834 or earlier (90x60cm) 3 x 2’ £15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Irène Watts ~ (China) This is the true form of this
rose. Fully double, large, rich warm pink, bordering on
salmon. Cushioned shape. The previous one under this
name has now been re-named ‘Pink Gruss an Aachen’,
with thanks to John Scarman.
Guillot 1896 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Grace Darling
Grace Darling ~ (H.T.) One of the irst H.T.s to
achieve popularity. Shapely, creamy fragrant lowers
shaded with pink. Moderately vigorous.
Bennett 1885 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Lady Sylvia ~ (H.T.) Lovely, shapely buds opening to
full lowers of lesh-pink with deeper undertones. The
plant is bushy and fairly vigorous. Superb scent.
Progeny of ‘Ophelia’.
Stevens 1926 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Kitty’s Rose
Kitty’s Rose ~ (Modern Shrub) A free-lowering
shorter shrub rose with clusters of soft pink and
salmon cupped lowers. Upright and bushy. Very
pretty and loriferous.
Beales 2003 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Le Vésuve
Le Vésuve ~ (China) Clusters of shapely buds opening
loose and blowsy, silvery-pink blooms with deeper
shadings. Good under glass. Very free lowering. Plum
coloured stems and thorns.
Laffay 1825 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Lady Alice Stanley
Lady Alice Stanley ~ (H.T.) A very large, many
petalled rose of pale pink with coral reverse. Good,
healthy foliage. Growth angular and branching.
McGredy 1909 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Mme. Abel Chatenay
Mme. Abel Chatenay ~ (H.T.) A famous rose. Sprays
of fragrant, soft pink double blooms with a deeper centre
and reverse. Foliage dense and dark green, elongated
wavy sepals.
Pernet-Ducher 1895 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Lady Mary FitzWilliam
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Mme. Butterly ~ (H.T.) See next page for picture. A
very lovely double rose of several shades of pale pink
to blush with lemon centre. Very fragrant. Popular rose
between the wars. Progeny of ‘Ophelia’.
Hill 1918 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Lady Mary FitzWilliam ~ (H.T.) We believe this to
be the authentic form of this famous old rose.
Rediscovered near Watton, Norfolk by Keith Money in
1975. Freely produced soft pink lowers lushed deeper
pink. Shapely, double, scented, not vigorous but bushy.
Ample good foliage.
Bennett 1882 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Mme. Butterly
See previous page for description
Maman Cochet ~ (Tea) Small pale pink and cream
lowers with deeper edges and lemon centres. Fragrant.
Vigorous with few thorns. Dark green leathery foliage.
Purple stems.
Cochet 1893 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Maman Cochet
Many Happy Returns ~ (Modern Shrub) Large
clusters of semi-double blush pink lowers produced
continuously throughout the summer. Foliage bright
green and glossy. An excellent gift.
Harkness 1990 (75x75cm) 2½ x 2½’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Nelson’s Journey
Nelson’s Journey ~ (Modern Shrub) A stunning
compact evergreen rose, which produces beautiful
two tone pink, semi-double lowers with a subtle
fragrance. The rose is named after the Norfolk based
children’s charity Nelson’s Journey, which provides a
service for children and young people aged 0-17
years inclusive, who have experienced the death of a
signiicant person in their life; they aim to improve
the emotional well being and endeavour to ‘bring
back smiles to bereaved children’.
Beales 2012 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Omar Khayyam ~ (Damask) Propagated from a plant
on Edward Fitzgerald’s grave in Suffolk, having been
planted there in 1893 from seeds gathered from a plant
at Omar Khayyam’s tomb in Nashipur. The mediumsized, light pink blooms are quartered with a button
eye. Foliage is grey-green and downy. Quite a thorny
plant.
Simpson/Kew 1894 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Ophelia

Many Happy Returns
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Ophelia ~ (H.T.) Shapely buds opening to rich, lesh
pink with deeper shadings. Slight lemon tints in the
centre of each bloom. Good foliage and highly fragrant.
£17.45 each
Paul 1912 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
3+ £15.70 each
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Pink Gruss an Aachen ~ (Polyantha) A superb
shapely rose with large soft creamy salmon-pink,
scented lowers. Dwarf and hardy. Few thorns. In
common with others, this rose was listed erroneously
as ‘Irène Watts’ but has now been corrected.
Kluis & Koning 1929 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Souvenir de la Malmaison
Souvenir de la Malmaison ~ (Bourbon) A superb
rose of lovely blush white with face powder-pink
shadings. Each bloom is beautifully proportioned and
opens out to a lat quartered shape. Scented.
Béluze 1843 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

The Fairy
Rose de Meaux
Rose de Meaux ~ (Centifolia) Short, erect, well
foliated plant, with massed, small, double, scented,
rosette, pink lowers. Excellent in pots a superb shorter
growing rose.
Possibly 1637 (60x75cm) 2 x 2½’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

The Fairy ~ (Polyantha) A spreading variety attaining
the useful height of only 2’, thus ideal for massed, ground
cover planting. Clusters of bead-like buds open to
rosette pink lowers which are most effective en masse,
lowering almost continuously throughout the summer.
Good glossy foliage.
Bentall 1932 (60x90cm) 2 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

3 to 5 feet (90cm to 150cm)
Agathe Incarnata ~ (Gallica) Medium sized, fully
double lowers in clusters, soft pink, highly scented.
Foliage greyish-green. Tidy growth habit.
1800 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
+3 £14.35 each
Alister Clark ~ (Polyantha) A superb, almost ‘Tea’ like
rose from Newman, Australia named after the best
known Australian Rose breeder. A mixture of soft pink
and peach, very full. Growth spreading and healthy.
Newman 1990 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
+3 £14.35 each
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Alister Clark
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Pink Gruss an Aachen
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A Longs Pédoncules ~ (Moss) Double, soft lilac-pink
lowers are borne on long well mossed stems. Ample,
light greyish-green leaves.
Robert 1854 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£17.45 each
+3 £15.70 each
Amelia ~ (Damask) ‘Amélie’. Large, semi-double pink
lowers with pronounced golden anthers. Very
fragrant. Grey-green foliage.
Vibert 1823 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
+3 £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Ballerina
Ballerina ~ (Hybrid Musk) Large sprays of small single,
pink blooms with a white centre. A delightful dainty
and showy shrub. Lovely winter hips.
Bentall 1937 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Anna Pavlova
Anna Pavlova ~ (Modern Shrub) A sumptuous rose
of many petals, soft delicate pink in colour with
deeper shadings in the base. A special feature is its
very strong scent. The large, globular lowers are
carried on a strong neck. The growth is upright and
irm with dark green foliage. Awarded Silver Medal
Genoa, Italy in 1986 for its scent.
Beales 1981 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Baroness Rothschild
Baroness Rothschild ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Huge
cupped lowers of soft rose pink. On an upright, tidy
plant with ample foliage.
Pernet Père 1867 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Beatrix PotterTM

Archiduchesse Elizabeth d’Autriche
Archiduchesse Elizabeth d’Autriche ~ (Bourbon)
Beautiful fully double, cupped lowers opening lat.
Scented. Soft rose pink. Needs support or hard pruning.
Moreau et Robert 1881 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’ £17.45 each
+3 £15.70 each
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Beatrix PotterTM ~ (Modern Shrub) Named for the
30th Anniversary of The Beatrix Potter Society. The
lowers are of the softest pink, shapely, with many
petals. Growth is upright and tidy with dark glossy
foliage and continues to lower well into the Autumn.
Beales 2010 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Blush Damask
Blush Damask ~ (Damask) A sweet rose of pale pink
with deeper centres. Highly scented. Tolerant of most
soils. Very bushy habit.
Pre-1806 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
+3 £15.70 each

City of London
City of London ~ (Floribunda) Large, shaggy, blushpink fragrant lowers on an upright but bushy and
healthy plant.
Harkness 1986 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Coralie ~ (Damask) Soft blush-pink, fully double
lowers on a wide but not intrusive plant. Scented.
Greyish-green foliage. Rather thorny.
1848 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
+3 £15.70 each

Bonica
Bonica ~ (Modern Shrub) Sprays of soft pink, semidouble blooms on a vigorous, bushy plant with dark,
leathery foliage. A superb variety, with a long lowering
season.
Meilland 1982 (90x150cm) 3 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Celsiana ~ (Damask) Clusters of semi-double, pale
pink lowers with a heady perfume. Attractive grey
foliage.
Pre-1750 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Chloris
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Duchesse d’Angoulême
Duchesse d’Angoulême ~ (Gallica) Blush pink, delicate,
nodding lowers freely produced rather early in the
summer. A very useful shorter yet vigorous variety.
Vibert 1835 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
+3 £14.35 each
Duchesse de Montebello ~ (Gallica) See next page
for picture. This is a lovely member of the Gallica
group. The fragrant, fully double lowers are a soft,
powdery pink, produced on a tidy, upright plant with
good foliage.
Laffay 1825 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
+3 £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Chloris ~ (Alba) ‘Rosée du Matin’. Full, small, fragrant,
light pink, quartered lowers on a compact, erect bush.
Relatively thornless, darkest green foliage.
Descemet 1820 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
+3 £14.35 each
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Duchess de Montebello.
See previous page for description
Fantin-Latour ~ (Centifolia) Full petalled, quartered,
lattish, blush pink, fragrant lowers, abundantly
produced on a handsome bush.
c.1900 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Fantin-Latour

Félicité Parmentier
Général Kléber ~ (Moss) One of the best Moss roses.
Double lowers of soft pinky-lilac with a strong scent.
Copious, large and lush bright green foliage. Thick stems
covered in bright lime-green moss.
Robert 1856 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Général Kléber

Felicia ~ (Hybrid Musk) A useful shrub with double
silver-pink to salmon lowers. One of the more
vigorous of the Musks. Fragrant. Highly recommended.
Bentall 1928 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Gisela’s Delight

Felicia
Félicité Parmentier ~ (Alba) A beautiful, compact
shrub with lat, relexing lowers of soft pink. Highly
scented with healthy, grey foliage.
Parmentier 1834 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Gisela’s Delight ~ (Modern Shrub) The large
marshmallow pink, fully double, high centred blooms
of this rose are complemented with dark green
healthy foliage and a pleasing perfume. This small
shrub rose would be a lovely addition to any border
and the blooms are ideal for cutting. Gisela’s Delight
was purchased by Prof. Dr Karl-Werner Schulte as a
surprise birthday gift for his wife Gisela.
Beales 2013 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Gloire des Mousseux
Gloire des Mousseux ~ (Moss) Large, bright pink,
many petalled rose with bright green moss and foliage.
Strong scent.
Laffay 1852 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Ipsilanté ~ (Gallica) A lovely, pale lilac-pink. This rose
deserves more attention. The fully double lowers are
large, quartered and scented. Rich dark foliage.
Vibert 1821 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Janet’s Pride
Janet’s Pride ~ (Sweet Briar) ‘Clementine’. Semi-double
lowers of creamy-white bordered with deep pink.
Scented. Foliage also well scented. Vigorous and leafy.
Descemet 1824 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Juno ~ (Centifolia) An arching shrub with double, large
globular, blush-pink lowers. Scented and produced
profusely.
1832 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Jacques Cartiér
Jacques Cartiér ~ (Portland) Full, lat rosette lowers
of clear pink. Recurrent and has a strong scent. An
excellent old variety. Leathery dark green foliage on a
lax plant.
Moreau-Robert 1868 (120x60cm) 4 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Kathleen Ferrier
Kathleen Ferrier ~ (Modern Shrub) Well spaced
clusters of semi-double, scented, deep salmon-pink
lowers with white eye. Dark, glossy foliage. Vigorous
and upright.
Buisman 1952 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

James Mitchell
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Königin von Dänemark ~ (Alba) See picture on next
page. ‘Queen of Denmark’. Quartered, bright pink
blooms borne on a tall, elegant bush with pale greyishgreen leaves. Rich Alba scent.
Booth 1816 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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James Mitchell ~ (Moss) Tidy rounded small lowers,
very double opening lat, soft pink. Rather unusual,
with a very strong scent.
Verdier 1861 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Königin von Dänemark.
See previous page for description
Lyda Rose ~ (Modern Shrub) A seedling of the
rambler ‘Francis E. Lester’, to which it bears
resemblance, having slightly larger white, pink edged
single blooms in abundance. Foliage dark and healthy.
Bred by Kleine Lettunich in the USA and named for
her daughter.
Lettunich 1994 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Mme. Louis Lévêque
Mme. Louis Lévêque ~ (Moss) ‘Captain Christy
Mossed’. Globular lowers of soft pink ‘tissue paper’
petals. Well mossed. Fragrant. A superb rose.
Lévêque 1898 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Mme. Pierre Oger

Lyda Rose
Mme. Ernst Calvat ~ (Bourbon) Pale pink sport from
‘Mme. Isaac Pereire’. A good, reliable variety, with
cupped, shaggy, pale rose-pink strongly perfumed
blooms.
Schwartz 1888 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Mme. Ernst Calvat
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Mme. Pierre Oger ~ (Bourbon) Very pale silvery-pink.
Translucent cupped lowers have the form of small
water lilies. A beautiful, scented rose on a bush of
medium vigour.
Oger 1878 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Great Maiden’s Blush
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Maiden’s Blush, Great ~ (Alba) ‘Cuisse de Nymphe’.
This is the rose that gave Peter Beales his love for
roses. Beautiful blue-grey leaves which complement the
lovely, rather muddled, double, quartered blush pink
lowers with a strong, sweet scent.
15th century (150x90cm) 5 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Papillon

Martin Frobisher
Martin Frobisher ~ (Rugosa) Large, double lowers of
soft pink, with paler centres. Fragrant with light green
foliage. Bred in Canada.
Svedja 1968 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Papillon ~ (China Tea) Predominantly pink with white
and copper relections from the deeper base. A good
but little known China. Foliage, deep green and coppery.
Nabonnand 1882 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Paul’s Early Blush
Paul’s Early Blush ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Huge,
globular, very double, scented lowers of pale pink on
a sturdy plant. Thorny, foliage dark green.
Paul 1893 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Our Beth
Our Beth ~ (Modern Shrub) Delightful double
rosette, soft blush pink lowers with a deeper centre,
opening lat from rounded buds to a beautiful old
fashioned cushion shape. Fragrant. An alluring rose,
with plentiful dark green foliage on a vigorous wide
growing shrub. Named in memory of the late Beth
Loasby who worked in our ofices for almost ten
years and was well loved by the Directors and Staff.
Beales 2006 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Pink Grootendorst.
See next page for description
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Pink Grootendorst ~ (Rugosa) See previous page
for picture. Masses of small, clear pink lowers with
frilled edges, reminiscent of carnations, contrasting
particularly well with good Rugosa foliage. Makes a
good hedge.
Grootendorst 1923 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Pomifera Duplex ~ (Modern Shrub) ‘Wolley-Dod’s
Rose’. Semi-double clear pink with coarse grey-green
foliage. Lax growth.
Pre-1770 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Sarah Van Fleet
Sarah Van Fleet ~ (Rugosa) A compact perpetual,
semi-double, clear light pink. Very fragrant. Well
foliated, but viciously thorny.
Van leet 1926 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Quatre Saisons
Quatre Saisons ~ (Damask) ‘Rosa damascena bifera’.
This very old rose has full, double, cupped and
quartered lowers of clear silvery-pink. It is most useful
for its repeat lowering in the late summer. It is also
highly scented.
One of the oldest roses (120x90cm) 4 x 3’ £14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Souv. de St. Anne’s
Souvenir de St. Anne’s ~ (Bourbon) Semi-double
form of ‘Souvenir de la Malmaison’. Very attractive.
Soft pink. Scented and healthy foliage.
Intro Hilling pre-1916 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’ £14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Rose Ball
Rose Ball ~ (Modern Shrub) Soft pink globular
double lower in clusters on a bushy plant with dark
green foliage, heavily lushed purple. Fragrant and
healthy. Introduced for the Alexandra Rose Day
Appeal at Hampton Court Flower Show.
Beales 2002 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Spong
Spong ~ (Centifolia) Small, scented, rosette lowers of
rich, rose pink. Compact with good plentiful greyishgreen small foliage. Usually repeats.
Spong 1805 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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St. Ethelburga
St. Ethelburga ~ (Modern Classic) A soft pink,
highly scented rose in the old fashioned style with
large, double, cupped blooms. Healthy and vigorous.
Introduced for the London Church of St Ethelburga,
a centre for Reconciliation and Peace.
Beales 2003 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Stanwell Perpetual
Stanwell Perpetual ~ (Pimpinellifolia) A prickly,
arching shrub which blooms all summer with an array
of medium-sized blush pink to white lowers. Double
and very fragrant. Blue-green ferny foliage.
Lee pre-1836 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Over 5 feet (150cm plus)
Celestial ~ (Alba) ‘Célèste’. Beautiful, soft pink, semidouble booms in contrast to the leaden foliage. Deserves
to be in every garden. An old variety of unknown origin.
Pre-1810 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Bloomield Abundance
Bloomield Abundance ~ (China) Small pink H.T. type
blooms. A profusion of lowers on a vigorous plant. A
taller growing form of ‘Cécile Brunner’, with longer
lealy sepals, that continue down the stems under the
lowers.
Thomas 1920 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Clair Matin
Clair Matin ~ (Modern Shrub) Free branching and
loriferous. Clear pink, semi-double, lattish lowers
with a distinct scent of Sweet Briar.
Meilland 1960 (240x120cm) 8 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Celestial
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Comtesse de Murinais ~ (Moss) ‘White Moss’. A true
Moss rose with a balsam like smell to the moss when
touched, especially in hot weather. Clear pink buds
opening to lat, double white to palest pink blooms.
Richly scented.
Vibert 1843 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Gros Choux d’Hollande ~ (Centifolia/Bourbon)
Large lowers of soft pink, very double with a rich
fragrance. Very vigorous.
Pre-1820 (210x150cm) 7 x 5’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Conrad F. Meyer
Conrad F. Meyer ~ (Rugosa) A vigorous rose with a
superb fragrance. Large, cupped, full-petalled lowers
of silvery-pink. Very thorny.
Müller 1899 (240x180cm) 8 x 6’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Kathleen
Kathleen ~ (Hybrid Musk) Large clusters of small,
semi-single lowers of blush pink borne on a long stem.
Fragrant. Very vigorous.
Pemberton 1922 (240x120cm) 8 x 4’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each

Constance Spry
Constance Spry ~ (Modern Shrub) An outstanding
June lowering rose. Vigorous, bearing sprays of large,
pink, old fashioned globular blooms with a heavy myrrhlike scent. Needs some support. Grows well as a
climber.
Austin 1961 (360x300cm) 12 x 10’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Marguerite Hilling
Marguerite Hilling ~ (Modern Shrub) A splendid pink
sport of the well known ‘Nevada’, very showy and, like
its parent, prefers space and a good soil to develop its
personality to the best purpose.
Hilling 1959 (240x210cm) 8 x 7’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Frühlingsduft ~ (Modern Shrub/Pimpinellifolia
Hybrid) Abundant, mid-green foliage. Flowers, double,
lemon, heavily lushed with pink and scented.
Kordes 1949 (300x180cm) 10 x 6’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Old Blush

Gros Choux d’Hollande
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Old Blush ~ (China) ‘R x odorata Pallida’ ‘Parsons Pink’.
Silvery-pink small lowers with a deeper lush. Upright
growth. Spicy scent. Probably cultivated in China
before 10th century.
Introduced to Europe about 1789
(180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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“Dunham Massey is a lovely shorter growing
shrub rose which bears many exquisite
lowers on the end of each stem. Flowering
all summer long, this beautiful rose should be
considered for every garden.”
Ian Limmer, Nursery Manager
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Deep Pink Shades
This band covers all the darker pinks, the smokey damasks, the bluey pinks and deeper salmons.
RHS Colour Charts: 47 B to D, 48, 51 A to B, 52 A to B, 57, 58 B to D, 59 C, 61 B to C, 63 A & B,
64 B & C, 66, 67, 68 A & B

Up to 3 feet (90cm)
Centenaire de Lourdes ~ (Floribunda) This is a superb
rose which should be grown more widely. Its shapely
lowers are bright glowing-pink to pale salmon in
colour with wavy petals when open. Healthy foliage.
Delbard 1958 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Archduke Charles
Archduke Charles ~ (China) A free lowering bushy
variety with smaller blooms of rich pink with paler
edges to the petals, ageing to ruby red. Fine almost
thornless young stems. Leafy sepals.
Laffay c.1825 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Chartreuse de Parme
Chartreuse de Parme ~ (Modern Shrub) A beautifully
heavily perfumed rose, with fully double, rich lilac pink
blooms. Ideal for rose cutting.
Delbard 1996 (90x60m) 3 x 2’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Betty Uprichard
Betty Uprichard ~ (H.T.) A famous old variety.
Fragrant, semi-double blooms from shapely buds. Soft
salmon-pink with carmine reverse. Light green foliage.
Dickson 1922 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Comte de Chambord

Centenaire de Lourdes
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Comte de Chambord ~ (Portland) ‘Mme. Boll’. A
vigorous, erect bush. Very fragrant pinkish-lilac, full, lat
quartered lowers, borne continuously. Outstanding.
Good, plentiful foliage.
Moreau Robert 1860 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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De la Mâitre d’Ecole ~ (Gallica) Fully double strongly
scented lowers of an unusual mixture of lilac, pink and
grey opening lat and quartered. Beautiful form and
growth.
Coquereau 1831 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Hazel Le Rougetel
Hazel Le Rougetel ~ (Rosa rugosa x Rosa nitida)
‘Corylus’. Beautiful magenta lowers of good size with
pronounced stamens are produced freely amongst
dense, feathery light green glossy foliage. Flowers
followed by bright orange-red hips. Foliage turns rich
tawny yellow in autumn. Growth upright and dense.
Good for mass planting. Scented.
Le Rougetel 1988
£14.95 each
(90x90cm) 3 x 3’
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container

£19.75 each

Dr. Grill
Dr. Grill ~ (Tea) Fragrant, pink and copper, highcentred buds, opening lat and full, sometimes
quartered. Flowers on a slender branching plant.
Bonnaire 1886 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Indianna Mae

Gustav Grünerwald
Gustav Grünerwald ~ (H.T.) Carmine pink blooms are
shapely and scented. Foliage mid-green, growth bushy. A
very good Edwardian variety.
£17.45 each
Lambert 1903 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
3+ £15.70 each
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Indianna Mae ~ (Modern Shrub) This rose is named
after a dear little girl, Indianna Perry, who died of a
brain tumour aged only 5. The rose itself is quite
beautiful. Flowers of bright cerise to lilac-pink have a
delightful camellia like appearance to them with bright
anthers at their centres. Leaves are mid to dark glossy
green and very healthy.
£15.95 each
Beales 2007 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Lady Barnby ~ (H.T.) See next page for picture. High
centred, glowing pink blooms with red shadings. Very
fragrant. With leathery, rich green foliage and upright
growth.
Dickson 1930 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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De la Mâitre d’Ecole
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Monique ~ (H.T.) This lovely Hybrid Tea is shapely and
highly scented. The pale pink suffused salmon lowers
are held erect on strong stems. Extra beautiful if
mollycoddled.
Paolino 1949 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Lady Barnby.
See previous page for description
Lady Curzon ~ (Rugosa) Large, single pink lowers on
an open bush, it has a profusion of thorns and foliage is
good with rugosa type veining.
Turner 1901
£17.45 each
(90x180cm) 3 x 6’
3+ £15.70 each
Little Gem ~ (Moss) A pleasing little Moss rose with
cushion-like lowers of bright deep pink to soft red
and purple. Strong fragrance and scented mossed buds
and stems. Bushy compact growth.
Paul 1880 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Nathalie Nypels
Nathalie Nypels ~ (Floribunda) A healthy spreading
bush with healthy glossy leaves. Very profuse blooms
of rose pink, in sprays. Highly scented.
Leenders 1919 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Mme. Caroline Testout
Mme. Caroline Testout ~ (H.T.) Large, full satin pink
lowers with deeper shadings. Very fragrant and free
lowering. Vigorous. Foliage soft mid-green.
Pernet-Ducher 1890 (90x75cm) 3 x 2½’ £17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Paul Neyron
Paul Neyron ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) An outstanding
rose in size and shape, with good strong fragrance. The
colour is rich, warm cerise pink. Large, matt foliage, to
match the huge lowers.
Levet 1869 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Magna Charta
Magna Charta ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Large bright pink
lowers with deeper cerise, almost red shadings. Fully
double and cupped until fully open. Scented. Dark
leathery foliage. Bushy, tidy growth.
Paul 1876 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Paws
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Surpasse Tout
Surpasse Tout ~ (Gallica) A compact plant bearing
medium-sized, double lowers of rich carmine. Paling to
softer shades with age. Strong sweet fragrance.
Pre-1811 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Pompon de Bourgogne
Pompon de Bourgogne ~ (Centifolia) ‘Rosa
Burgundica’ (Synonymous with Rosa centifolia
parvifolia and Burgundy Rose). Small pompon lowers
of deep pink to purple. Proliic. Short, compact plant
with small leaves.
Pre 1650 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
The Doctor
The Doctor ~ (H.T.) A famous old variety which should
not be allowed to disappear. Very large, rich, silver-pink
with a satin sheen to the petals. Shapely, high centred
and strongly scented.
Howard 1936 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Rosa gallica oficinalis
Rosa gallica oficinalis ~ (Gallica) ‘Red Rose of
Lancaster’ ‘The Apothecary’s Rose’. A showy shrub with
erect yet bushy growth. The lowers of deep-cerise pink
are semi-double and borne all over the bush in June.
Pre-1200 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
St. Nicholas ~ (Damask) Semi-double blooms of rose
pink. A charmer when caught in early evening sunlight
when fully open and displaying the pronounced ring of
golden stamens. Scented.
Hilling 1950 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Violinista Costa
Violinista Costa ~ (H.T.) Shapely lowers freely
produced on a healthy plant with glossy foliage. The
colour is deep, silvery-pink with deeper undertones
which are at times, almost red. Well armed with thorns.
Camprubi 1936 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Paws ~ (Modern Shrub) Named for the RSPCA. A
highly scented, short growing, bushy rose displaying
lovely large quantities of bloom in its irst lush in
June and if dead-headed will continue well into the
autumn. The large lowers are rich pink with hints of
salmon deep down. Quite thorny.
Beales 1999 (75x60cm) 2½ x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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3 to 5 feet (90 to 150cm)
Ardoisée de Lyon ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) A medium
growing variety with fully double, quartered lowers of
rich deep pink with violet shadings. Sweetly scented.
Damaizin 1858 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Adam Messerich
Adam Messerich ~ (Bourbon) Semi-double, luminous
bright pink, sweetly scented blooms. Continuous
lowering. Deserves more attention. Vigorous.
Lambert 1920 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Armada
Armada ~ (Modern Shrub) Shapely large lowers of
glowing pink in good sized clusters. Very free lowering.
Extremely hardy and has good glossy healthy foliage.
Harkness 1988 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Agatha
Baronne Prévost
Agatha ~ (Gallica) This rose is highly scented, pale
pink with a deeper centre. When fully open the
irregular petals form a loose quartered effect
reminiscent of crumpled crépe paper. More vigorous
than its close relative ‘Empress Josephine’.
Pre-1818 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Ardoisée de Lyon
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Baronne Prévost ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Very double,
beautiful, quartered, lattish lowers of deep, rose pink
with a strong damask scent. An upright and vigorous
plant with ample foliage.
Desprez pre-1841 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Belinda
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Chapeau de Napoléon ~ (Moss) ‘Crested Moss’
‘Cristata’. Fully double, cabbage-like, deep silvery-pink
lowers enhanced by the fascinating formation of moss
on each bud, resembling the shape of a bicorn hat
favoured by Napoleon, hence its name. Sweetly
scented.
Discovered by Kirche 1826 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’ £14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Belle Amour
Belle Amour ~ (Damask/Alba cross) Rich yellow
stamens framed by cupped petals of coral pink, blooms.
Unusual strong myrrh scent. With greeny-grey foliage.
Pre-1867 (150x90cm) 5 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Common Moss
Common Moss ~ (Moss) ‘Communis’ ‘Old Pink Moss’.
A well loved rose of clear pink with an outstandingly
strong perfume. Tidy growth and habit.
Pre-1700 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Champion of the World
Champion of the World ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Deep
rose-pink small lowers of fully double structure and
very fragrant. Borne on a slightly sprawly and very
bushy shrub. We thought we had lost this variety but
thanks to Graham Stuart Thomas and David Stone of
Mottisfont Abbey, we now have it back.
Woodhouse 1894 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Chapeau de Napoléon
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Comtesse Cécile de Chabrillant
Comtesse Cécile de Chabrillant ~ (Hybrid Perpetual)
Shapely, mid-pink cupped lowers with a good
perfume. Good, strong foliage. Free lowering and
upright growth.
Marest 1858 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Cornelia.
See description on next page
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Belinda ~ (Hybrid Musk) Trusses of fragrant, small
semi-double lowers of mid-pink, amid plentiful, dark,
green foliage. A rare Hybrid Musk which should be
more widely grown.
Bentall 1936 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Cornelia ~ (Hybrid Musk) See picture on previous
page. Free lowering. Fragrant clusters of small lowers
of rich apricot lushed strawberry pink with red buds;
although perpetual it improves in the autumn. Bronzy
foliage. Can be grown as a bushy small climber.
Pemberton 1925 (150x150cm) 5 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Duc de Guiche ~ (Gallica) An outstanding member of
its family. Highly scented, double, quartered lowers of
rich violet-crimson with a button eye. Growth is
arching on a healthy agreeable plant.
Possibly Sèvres 1821 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Daphné
Daphné ~ (Gallica) Fully double medium sized rosette
lowers of rich lilac-pink. Very fragrant. Foliage midgreen plentiful.
Vibert 1819 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Duc de Fitzjames
Duc de Fitzjames ~ (Centifolia) A vigorous and free
lowering plant with superb fragrance. The distinctive
lowers of rich cerise-pink are large, cupped and
quartered and fade to pale lilac-pink. Lovely feathery
sepals frame the lowers.
Possibly mid 19th century (120x90cm) 4 x 3’ £17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Duc de Guiche
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Dunham Massey
Dunham Massey ~ (Modern Classic) This exquisite
rose is a lovely addition to our collection. Producing
medium sized, fully double, quartered, candy pink
blooms which are borne in clusters with a subtle
perfume. Foliage is light to mid-green, ample and
healthy. Excellent for growing in a mixed border or as
a specimen plant. Commissioned by The National
Trust to coincide with the opening of the new Rose
Garden at Dunham Massey, Altrincham, Manchester.
Beales 2013 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Elmshorn ~ (Modern Shrub) Large clusters of small,
vivid cerise-pink double lowers on a vigorous bush
carrying abundant, glossy, light green foliage.
Particularly ine autumn bloom.
Kordes 1951 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Empress Josephine
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Harry Maasz ~ (Modern Shrub - Macrantha Hybrid)
Large, single, cupped lowers are reddish-pink with
white centres and pronounced stamens. Dark green
foliage. Makes a good procumbent shrub.
Kordes 1939 (150x240cm) 5 x 8’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Horatio Nelson
Erfurt
Erfurt ~ (Modern Shrub) A recommended variety
where a long lowering period is important. Semi-single,
fragrant pink edged lowers with white centres and
mustard yellow stamens. Good strong glossy foliage.
Kordes 1939 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Festive Jewel
Festive Jewel ~ (Modern Shrub) A large shrub rose
with beautiful high centered soft salmon-pink, highly
perfumed lowers borne in clusters. Growth is upright
and well clothed in glossy, fresh green foliage.
Beales 2006 (150x90cm) 5 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Harry Maasz
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Horatio Nelson ~ (Modern Shrub) This is a lovely,
fragrant, fully double rose in the old fashioned style.
A mixture of pink shades growing deeper towards
the centre of each lower. Foliage dark green.
Beales 1997 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Ispahan
Ispahan ~ (Damask) This rose lowers for a long
season when compared to others of its group. Lovely
quartered, strongly scented, double, bright pink
lowers which hold their colour well. Attractive foliage
and well covered in blooms.
Pre 1832 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Jean Rosenkrantz.
See overleaf for description
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Empress Josephine ~ (Gallica) ‘Impératrice Joséphine’
Large, loosely formed, semi-double, heavily veined, pink
scented lowers. Fresh green ample foliage, a very good
healthy rose.
Descemet pre-1815 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Jean Rosenkrantz ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) See previous
page for picture. Large globular double, neatly formed
lowers with pinkish-red petals on an upright vigorous
plant.
Portemer ils 1864 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

John Hopper ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) A pleasing
combination of dark pink and lilac cupped quartered
lowers. Produced on an upright and healthy plant.
Fragrant.
Ward 1862 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.35 each
3+ £15.95 each

Jens Munk
Kazanlik
Jens Munk ~ (Rugosa) Fragrant, mauvy-pink, fully
double lowers with conspicuous yellow stamens when
fully open. Highly scented. Robust, bushy growth with
ample, healthy foliage. A Canadian rose of quality.
Member of the Explorer group of roses.
Svedja 1974 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

John Cabot
John Cabot ~ (Modern Shrub) Clusters of bright
cerise pink, fully double, gently fragrant lowers amid
abundant light green foliage. Member of the Explorer
group of roses from Canada. A good rose that should
be widely grown. Very hardy.
Svedja 1978 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

John Hopper
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Kazanlik ~ (Damask) ‘Trigintipetala’. A vigorous double
rose with soft textured petals of warm pink. Very highly
scented. Ideal for pot pourri.
Pre 1700 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

La France
La France ~ (H.T.) Of great historical importance as
the irst H.T, of great beauty, except in wet weather.
High centred, rose pink, clustered, very fragrant
globular lowers, amid mid-green foliage.
Guillot Fils 1867 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Laneii ~ (Moss) Heavily mossed with thick green moss.
Double, deep pink to crimson lowers, opening lat and
relexed exposing a large green eye. Strongly
perfumed. Lovely fresh green foliage.
Laffay 1845 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
La Reine Victoria ~ (Bourbon) A slender erect bush
bearing soft green leaves and beautiful, rich lilac-pink,
cupped blooms in sprays. Perpetual lowering. Very
fragrant, reminiscent of rose and bubblegum.
Labruyère/Schwartz 1872 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’ £14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Lavender Lassie ~ (Modern Shrub) Large trusses of
beautiful lavender to pink, lat rosette style lowers,
produced throughout the summer on a healthy robust
bush, which is ideally suited to specimen planting.
Lovely scented plant.
Kordes 1960 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Louise Odier
Mme. Lauriol de Barny ~ (Bourbon) Silvery-pink,
quartered blooms, very lat, with an unsual fragrance
of rose and spice.
Trouillard 1868 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Lavender Lassie
La Ville de Bruxelles ~ (Damask) Lovely double, pure
pink blooms with quartering and incurved centres on a
strong, healthy, upright plant. Very fragrant.
Vibert 1836 (150x90cm) 5 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

La Ville de Bruxelles
Louise Odier ~ (Bourbon) Very double, camellia-like
lowers of bright rose pink. A vigorous and perpetual rose.
Superb fragrance.
£15.95 each
Margottin 1851 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Margaret Greville
Margaret Greville ~ (Modern Shrub) Delightful
tight buds of deep coral pink opening into medium
sized semi-double blooms of coral to salmon pink, to
reveal a coronet of golden anthers, with age. Borne in
clusters amid dark green, healthy, foliage. Ideal for
growing in a mixed border and due to its relaxed
habit and tolerance of poor soil can be grown as a
hedge or within a tub as a cascading shrub. Very free
lowering. Commissioned by The National Trust
property Polesden Lacey.
Beales 2017 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Marie Louise ~ (Damask) See picture on next page.
Large glowing pink, double lowers with a strong
fragrance. A compact, bushy variety with good foliage.
Possibly Prévost c.1813 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Marie Louise.
See previous page for description
Mrs John Laing ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) See next page
for picture. Very double and shapely, soft pink blooms.
Very fragrant. An erect bush reputed to do well in
poor soil.
Bennett 1887 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Pélisson
Pélisson ~ (Moss) Deep pink, double lowers turning
to purple as they age. Vigorous plant growth, good
green and red moss.
Vibert 1848 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Petite de Hollande ~ (Centifolia) An attractive and
compact small plant producing many small double
rosette lowers about 4cm across, of a clear pink with a
slightly deeper centre. Free lowering and scented.
Pre-1791 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Petite Orléanaise ~ (Centifolia) Pompon lowers of
clear pink borne in large clusters. A good rose for the
smaller garden or for growing in pots or tubs.
Pre-1843 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Mrs John Laing

Pink Prosperity ~ (Hybrid Musk) Pink form of
Prosperity with smaller double lowers and denser
growth. An excellent lesser known Hybrid Musk variety.
Bentall 1931 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Paul Ricault ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Bright rose pink.
Superb lattish sometimes quartered lowers with a
good perfume. Vigorous upright then arching growth.
Portemer ils 1845 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Prolifera de Redouté

Paul Ricault
Paul Verdier ~ (Bourbon) Globular buds open to fully
double, slightly frilly lowers of rich pink to light red.
Perfumed. Good foliage.
Verdier c.1866 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Prolifera de Redouté ~ (Centifolia) A very old variety,
rose pink in colour. Very full globular and cupped with
many frilled petals. Scented. Sometimes produces an
extra green lower bud in the centre. A spreading habit.
Pre-1824 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Rosa x centifolia ‘Bullata’ ~ (Centifolia) ‘Lettuceleaved Rose’. Very large cabbage-like crinkly leaves on
a lax plant. Lovely double, pure soft pink lowers with a
strong fragrance.
1801 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Salet
Salet ~ (Moss) Very fragrant. Reliable, repeat lowering
clear pink double lowers are somewhat muddled when
fully open. Bright green foliage, lovely green feathery
mossed buds and stems.
Lacharme 1854 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

The Perse Rose

Sandringham
Sandringham ~ (Modern Classic) This exquisite
addition to our Modern Classic range, named for the
Royal Estate in Norfolk, bears beautiful medium
sized, fully double, heavily scented, deep pink blooms
that are produced on a large, healthy, robust bush.
The mid-green foliage, is healthy and glossy. Ideal for
mass planting or equally as a specimen plant, if
trained against an obelisk or pillar the rose could be
grown as a small climber.
Beales 2016 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

The Perse Rose ~ (Modern Shrub) This delightful
addition to the modern shrub family produces large,
fully double, multi-headed, deep pink blooms with a
delicate fragrance, the foliage is mid-green and
glossy. With a relaxed growth habit, could be grown
as a small pillar rose. This rose was launched for the
400th anniversary of The Perse School; Cambridge’s
oldest surviving secondary school, established in the
name of Dr Perse, an academic, physician and
philanthropist who left a legacy to change lives
through education.
Beales 2015 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Ulrich Brunner Fils ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Rather
lovely, loose double blooms of rose carmine. Sweetly
scented. Vigorous and well endowed with dark green
foliage.
Levet 1882 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Vivid ~ (Bourbon) A very brightly coloured cupped
rose of vivid magenta-pink, often displaying golden
stamens. Vigorous and rather prickly growth. Scented.
Paul 1853 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Souv. de Jeanne Balandreau
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Yolande d’Aragon ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Tight
clusters of globular lowers of considerable size. Bright,
rich, pink in colour. Scented. Growth upright, irm
necked stems.
Vibert 1843 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Souvenir de Jeanne Balandreau ~ (Hybrid Perpetual)
Large, globular, deep pink wavy petalled blooms mottled
with vermillion streaks. Scented. Heads held well on
strong necks. Vigorous growth and good foliage.
Vilin 1899 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Over 5 feet (150cm plus)
Amy Robsart ~ (Sweet Briar) A spectacle when
blooming. A mass of scented deep pink, semi-single
blooms in June on a very vigorous bush. The hips
compensate for dullness for the rest of the summer.
Penzance 1894 (300x240cm) 10 x 8’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Flora Mclvor ~ (Sweet Briar) A vigorous shrub with
slightly scented foliage. Single lowers of rose pink with
white centres. Followed by oval orange-red hips.
Penzance c.1894 (240x180cm) 8 x 6’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Lady Penzance
Applejack
Applejack ~ (Modern Shrub) Large, fragrant, semidouble lowers are deep rose pink dappled with red.
Mid-green leathery foliage on a plant of wide and
bushy nature. A strong rose.
Buck 1973 (240x210cm) 8 x 7’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Lady Penzance ~ (Sweet Briar) A dense, vigorous
shrub with sweetly scented foliage. The lowers are
single, coppery-salmon-pink with a large centre of
yellow stamens which are followed by bright red hips.
A good hedging rose.
Penzance c.1894 (210x180cm) 7 x 6’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Bourbon Queen ~ (Bourbon) ‘Queen of the
Bourbons’. Vigorous. Free lowering, cupped rose pink,
semi-double. Well worth growing in any soil.
Mauget 1834 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Rosa x centifolia
Complicata
Complicata ~ (Gallica) An exceptional shrub and
good on light sandy soils. Very vigorous, with large
arching branches which bear lat, single lowers of
bright pink with gold stamens, all along their length in
mid-June. Plentiful foliage. Effective as a pillar or
climbing rose.
Origin unknown (210x180cm) 7 x 6’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Rosa x centifolia ~ (Centifolia) ‘Cabbage Rose’
‘Provence Rose’. Large bright pink, fully double lowers
on long stems. Ample grey foliage. Highly scented.
Cultivated before the middle ages
(180x150cm) 6 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Rosa x centifolia muscosa ~ (Centifolia) As ‘Rosa x
centifolia’, but with buds and stems heavily mossed with
green scented moss.
Pre-1720 (180x150cm) 6 x 5’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Scabrosa ~ (Rugosa) Rich, velvety, deep pinkishmauve, large, single 13cm lowers. Huge and
conspicuous red hips. Good rugosa foliage.
Unknown origin Re-introduced 1950
£14.95 each
(180x120cm) 6 x 4’
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container

Souvenir d’un Ami ~ (Tea) Small rose pink to salmon
lowers are fully double and borne in large clusters.
Scented. Foliage is rich green on a vigorous slender plant.
Bélot-Défougère 1846 (240x120cm) 8 x 4’ £17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

£19.75 each

Thérèse Bugnet
Scabrosa
Sophie’s Perpetual ~ (China) ‘Dresden China’. Shapely,
double, silver and pink cupped lowers, with a spicy
scent. Old rose of unknown origin.
Re-introduced 1960 by Humphrey Brooke
c.1860 (240x120cm) 8 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Thérèse Bugnet ~ (Rugosa) Very hardy. The product of
a very unusual cross combining ‘Rosa rugosa’, ‘Rosa
acicularis’ and ‘Rosa amblyotis’. Double lowers of
deep pink, softening with age. Good scent.
Bugnet 1950 (180x180cm) 6 x 6’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Vanity

Sophie’s Perpetual
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Vanity ~ (Hybrid Musk) Large sprays of fragrant rose
pink, semi-double lowers on a vigorous bush.
Recurrent bloom.
Pemberton 1920 (180x150cm) 6 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Souv. d’un Ami
Rosa x centifolia muscosa

“Frilly Cuff is an outstanding rose perfect for
planting en masse for a sea of vibrant colour.
Introduced at Chelsea in 2014 for Laurence
Llewelyn-Bowen, Frilly Cuff was part of our
Gold medal winning exhibit”
Ian Limmer, Nursery Manager

This covers all the reds from deep crimsons through to crisp scarlets, the bright cerises and cherry reds.
RHS Colour Charts: 41 A, to B, 42, 43 A to C, 44 to 47, 50 A, 52, 58 A, 60 A to B

Up to 3 feet (90cm)
Chrysler Imperial ~ (H.T.) Large, pointed buds open
to very full, fragrant, deep crimson-red lowers.
Vigorous and compact.
Lammerts 1952 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Comtesse O’Gorman ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Large fully
double lowers of deep cloudy red with purplish
overtones. Well foliated, bushy growth.
Lévêque 1888 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Charles Mallerin
Charles Mallerin ~ (H.T.) Rich dark velvety red. Highly
scented with dark leathery foliage. Rewards that little
extra attention with sumptuous blooms, especially in
irst lush.
Meilland 1951 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Cramoisi Supérieur
Cramoisi Supérieur ~ (China) Small, semi-double,
cupped lowers of bright, crimson-red. Very free
lowering. Slightly scented. Slender growth.
Coquereau 1832 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Christian Dior
Christian Dior ~ (H.T.) Upright growth with good
foliage. Strong stems bear shapely, rotund blooms of
clear deep red. Good scent, an interesting older variety.
Meilland 1958 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Crimson Glory

Chrysler Imperial
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Crimson Glory ~ (H.T.) Large, globular blooms of
deep velvety red. Very fragrant. Has a rather weak neck
but good despite this fault. Thorny angular growth,
dark green foliage.
Kordes 1935 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Donald Prior
Dusky Maiden
Donald Prior ~ (Floribunda) Bright reddish-scarlet
semi-double fragrant lowers in large clusters. Vigorous
and very free lowering. Dark green foliage.
Prior 1938 (75x75cm) 2½ x 2½’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Dusky Maiden ~ (Floribunda) Beautiful dark, velvety
red petals around prominent rich golden-yellow stamens.
Scented. Upright bushy growth with dark foliage.
Le Grice 1947 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Duchess of Portland
Duchess of Portland ~ (Portland) ‘The Portland Rose’.
A fantastic sight en masse. Clear cerise red, single with
conspicuous anthers. Hips in the autumn.
Paul 1790 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Duke of Edinburgh
Duke of Edinburgh ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Shapely
scarlet-crimson lowers of ample size held on an erect,
robust plant. Scented.
Paul 1868 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Etoile de Hollande
Etoile de Hollande Bush ~ (H.T.) Highly scented
blooms of exquisite shape. Rich velvety dark red.
Verschuren 1919 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Fabvier
Fabvier ~ (China) Double, bright crimson with
occasional white lecks. Healthy and free lowering.
Well foliated. Slender growth.
Laffay 1832 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Gloria Mundi ~ (Polyantha) Trusses of small, scarlet,
semi-double lowers on a compact bush.
de Ruiter 1929 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Fiona
Fiona ~ (Modern Shrub) Semi-double lowers of
bright blood-red produced freely throughout the
summer on a spreading, semi-procumbent plant.
Meilland 1983 (90x120cm) 3 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Fisher Holmes ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Large, wellformed, double lowers from a shapely bud. Shades of
scarlet and crimson. Upright growth.
Verdier 1865 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Ivor’s Rose
Ivor’s Rose ~ (Modern Classic) Presented to Ivor
Moores, a long standing BBC East weather forecaster
on the occasion of his retirement. The blooms are fully
double, strong cerise red and well formed. It is upright
in growth with healthy foliage.
Beales 2004 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Francis Dubreuil
Francis Dubreuil ~ (Tea) Dark crimson almost double
lowers from a ine, pointed bud, on a slightly
spreading slender plant. A superb old variety. Scented.
Dubreuil 1894 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Joan Beales

Général Schablikine
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Joan Beales ~ (Modern Shrub) Named for the cofounder of Peter Beales Roses, Peter’s late wife. The
semi-double blooms are elegant in form, deep velvety
red with a super fragrance. Healthy dark foliage with
beetroot tinted young growth. A beautiful rose.
Beales 2004 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Général Schablikine ~ (Tea) A useful, shorter rose.
Double lowers combining a mixture of coppery-red
and cherry to good effect on a compact plant.
Nabonnand 1878 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Louis XIV
Louis XIV ~ (China) Fully double lowers of very dark
purple-red almost black, with a good fragrance which is
unusual in the Chinas. Fine slender habit. Not frost hardy.
Guillot & ils 1859 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Old Crimson China
Old Crimson China ~ (China) ‘Bengal Rose’ ‘Slater’s
Crimson’ ‘Rosa chinensis Semperlorens’. Bright red
semi-single lowers on an upright, bushy slender plant.
Slater Before 1733 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£16.50 each
3+ £14.85 each
Orange Triumph ~ (Floribunda) Small cupped lowers
are almost scarlet-red and borne in large clusters.
Plentiful dark green, glossy foliage. Upright habit.
Kordes 1937 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Marchioness of Salisbury

Marchioness of Salisbury ~ (H.T.) Large cupped, dark
red to maroon lowers. Fragrant and free lowering.
One of the irst red Hybrid Teas.
Pernet Père 1890 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Papa Meilland
Papa Meilland ~ (H.T.) Superb deep velvety-crimson
with obvious veining. Strong delicious scent. Mid to
dark green, semi-glossy foliage.
Meilland 1963 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Robert le Diable ~ (Centifolia) The colour is dificult
to describe but on the crimson side of red, with lilac
and grey highlights and dark purple shadings. A useful
and interesting small shrub.
c.1831 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Miss Edith Cavell

Miss Edith Cavell ~ (Polyantha) Large trusses of
small, semi-double, scarlet-crimson lowers amid dark
foliage. Rediscovered in the garden of Mrs Doris Levine
of Brundall, Norfolk in 1985. Named for the Norfolk
nurse from Swardeston, buried at Norwich Cathedral
after her death in Belgium during WW1.
de Ruiter 1917 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Richard Porson
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Sanguinea ~ (China) ‘Bengal Crimson’ ‘Miss Lowes
Rose’. A bright red single rose deepening with age to
crimson. Twiggy angular growth. Protect from frost.
Pre 1818 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Single Cherry

Rose du Roi

Rose du Roi ~ (Portland) Large, semi-double scented
lowers of red and violet. A famous parent of the old
Hybrid Perpetuals. Compact growth.
Lélieur 1815 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Single Cherry ~ (Pimpinellifolia) A charming little rose.
Fern-like foliage. Tidy growth and large, single, cherryred lowers, followed by round, purple to black hips.
Date unknown (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Sissinghurst Castle

Roundelay
Roundelay ~ (Modern Shrub) An upright, free
lowering rose with trusses of deep cardinal red
lowers. Fully double, opening lat with a raspberry
scent. Very healthy and deserving of more attention.
Swim 1954 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Sissinghurst Castle ~ (Gallica) ‘Rose des Maures’.
Undoubtably an old rose. Of rich, deep purple-crimson
and semi-double. Mild fragrance.
Reintroduced 1947 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Souv. de Francois Gaulain

Sanguinea
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Souvenir de Francois Gaulain ~ (Tea) Large, double
crimson, fuchsia and violet, shapely lowers. Good
foliage and fragrance.
Guillot 1889 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Richard Porson ~ (Modern Shrub) Deep red buds
opening to double crimson-pink, fragrant blooms on a
compact shrub with mid-green foliage. It is named for
the 18th Century Norfolk born classic Greek scholar
Richard Porson. The idea of commemorating him was
by Alan Gray and Keith Skipper who felt that it was
important to recognise such a brilliant ‘local lad’.
Beales 2012 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

3 to 5 feet (90 to 150cm)
Alfred Colomb ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Large, full, high
centred, fragrant, strawberry red blooms relexes
crimson carmine. Upright growth.
Lacharme 1865 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Black Prince ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Fragrant, large
cupped lowers of rich carmine shaded almost black.
Vigorous.
Paul 1866 (150x90cm) 5 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Alain Blanchard
Alain Blanchard ~ (Gallica) Large 5-8cm lowers of
semi-single form. Crimson in colour often smudged
with purple spots. Pronounced amber stamens.
Vibert 1839 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Bon Silène
Bon Silène ~ (Tea) Deep rosy-red to pink lowers are
fragrant and produced in profusion on a compact
vigorous plant.
Hardy pre-1837 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Alexander McKenzie
Alexander McKenzie ~ (Rugosa Hybrid) Fully double,
strong carmine lowers on a bushy plant, with good
foliage. Scented. Member of the Explorer group of
roses from Canada.
Svedja 1985 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Capel Manor House

Alfred Colomb
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Capel Manor House ~ (Modern Shrub) Named after
the distinguished garden and Horticultural College in
Enield. The rose has deep red semi-double lowers
with occasional white stripes on younger petals.
Although categorised as a shrub it can be grown as a
small climber and is ideal for bold planting schemes.
This beautiful rose can be viewed at Capel Manor
College in ‘The Old Manor House Garden’ growing
amongst follies created by Redwood Stone.
Beales 2012 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Countess of Oxford

Carmen

Countess of Oxford ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) A medium
growing, tidy rose with deep red, globular lowers and
a good perfume.
Guillot Père 1869 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Carmen ~ (Rugosa) Very pretty, single lowers of rich
velvety magenta-red with outstanding golden stamens.
Scented. Dark green foliage. Tidy growth.
Lambert 1907 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Duke of Wellington
Duke of Wellington ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Large,
shapely lowers of deep crimson red, scented and very
free lowering.
Granger 1864 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Chewton Rose
Chewton Rose ~ (Modern Shrub) The beautiful
semi-double rosy-red blooms on this exquisite bush
are repeat lowering and borne in clusters. The foliage
is dark green and healthy. This rose was bred for
Chewton Rose, a premium property Estate Agency
that gifted their clients with a rose to welcome them
into their new homes.
Beales 2014 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Dupuy Jamain
Dupuy Jamain ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Very double,
considerably sized, shapely lowers of cerise-red. Borne
on a tidy, well foliated and healthy plant.
Jamain 1868 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Eclair
Eclair ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) A very dark red variety,
almost black. Fairly vigorous, free lowering and
scented. Thanks to the late Mrs Wray.
Lacharme 1883 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

F. J. Grootendorst
Frensham ~ (Floribunda) A good hedging rose of
bright red. Very thorny and vigorous.
Norman 1946 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Empereur du Maroc
Frensham
Empereur du Maroc ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) An unusual
rose with very double, crimson-tinged mauve on
purple lowers. Highly scented.
Guinoiseau 1858 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Eva
Eva ~ (Hybrid Musk) Clusters of almost single lowers
of rich bright red with centres paling to almost white.
Good, dark green foliage. Vigorous.
Kordes 1933 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
F. J. Grootendorst ~ (Rugosa) Clusters of small
cerise-crimson lowers with frilled edges on a bushy
plant with good foliage.
de Goey 1915 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Frilly Cuff
Frilly Cuff ~ (Modern Classic) Introduced for
Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen. Frilly Cuff bares a
multitude of cerise red buds. Once open they form
an array of exquisite fully double, frill-like, cerise
blooms with a delicate apple fragrance. Ample, midgreen, glossy foliage with a sprinkling of thorns.
Relaxed habit.
Beales 2014 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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George Dickson ~ (H.T.) A blend of crimson, scarlet
and brighter shades. Fragrant, very large and double. A
weak neck in some weather conditions should not put
you off this lovely old variety.
Dickson 1912 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Gloire de Bruxelles
Gloire de Bruxelles ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) ‘Gloire de
l’exposition’. Very large lowers of 60 or more petals
velvety crimson to purple in colour. Highly scented and
upright in growth.
Soupert & Notting 1889 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’ £17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Henry Kelsey
Henry Kelsey ~ (Modern Shrub) A superb healthy and
very hardy rose from Canada. Semi-double red scented
lowers, fading with age, borne in profusion amid
glossy foliage on a compact, wide growing plant.
Svedja 1984 (120x150cm) 4 x 5’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Hunter
Hunter ~ (Rugosa) Fully double, bright crimson
lowers on a rugged, medium-sized plant with glossy
dark green foliage. Medium fragrance. A useful rose.
Matlock 1961 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

James Mason
Henri Martin
Henri Martin ~ (Moss) Clusters of bright crimson,
semi-double, lowers on green mossed, long stems
with well mossed buds.
Laffay 1862 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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James Mason ~ (Gallica) A beautiful Gallica seedling
of large, rich bright crimson with pronounced golden
anthers. Scented with profuse lowering in mid June.
Beales 1982 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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George Dickson
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La Sevillana
La Sevillana ~ (Modern Shrub) Semi-double lowers
of bright electric red, with glossy foliage on a vigorous
bushy plant.
Meilland 1978 (120x150m) 4 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Papworth’s Pride
Papworth’s Pride ~ (Modern Classic) Papworth’s
Pride is an exquisite addition to our Modern Classic
collection, bearing clusters of large raspberry red,
peony style lowers that unfold to reveal bright
yellow anthers that are a magnet to insects. Intensely
perfumed with bright glossy mid-green foliage,
this medium sized shrub looks magniicent planted
en-masse, in the middle of a herbaceous border or
grown simply in a tub as a specimen plant to enhance
a patio or paved area.
Beales 2017 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Marjorie Fair
Marjorie Fair ~ (Modern Shrub) Large clusters of
small, bright cerise-red lowers with a white eye. A
good companion for ‘Ballerina’.
Harkness 1977 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Peter Beales

Nur Mahal
Nur Mahal ~ (Hybrid Musk) Large clusters of bright
crimson, semi-double lowers. Scented. An interesting
but lesser known Pemberton Musk.
Pemberton 1923 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Peter Beales ~ (Modern Shrub) The lowers are held in
small clusters which are single, bright crimson red with
pronounced yellow centres, produced continuously
amid dense glossy foliage. A good rose.
Clements 2000 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Prince Charles ~ (Bourbon) A medium plant bearing
veined maroon to lilac lowers in early summer. Scented.
Hardy 1842 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Prince Charles

Robusta
Rosa rugosa typica ~ (Rugosa) Deep reddish-carmine
lowers produced throughout the summer followed by
round red hips. Crisp green foliage. Growth is bushy
and dense.
Japan 1796 (150x150cm) 5 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Red Letter Day
Red Letter Day ~ (Modern Shrub) This excellent
shrub rose produces clusters of beautifully formed
clear red, fully double blooms with healthy glossy
foliage. This delicately fragrant rose is equally at
home grown against a small structure or as it is in a
perennial bed. We are proud to introduce this rose
and feel that this excellent free lowering shrub rose
is worthy of its name.
Beales 2012 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Rosa rugosa typica
Tuscany ~ (Gallica) ‘Old Velvet Rose’ An ancient rose.
Semi-double, crimson bordering on purple lowers. Rich
golden stamens. Dark green foliage on upright growth.
Pre-1596 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Robin Hood
Robin Hood ~ (Hybrid Musk) Trusses of small, rich
scarlet lowers on a tidy, well foliated plant.
Pemberton 1927 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Tuscany
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Robusta ~ (Rugosa) Large, single scarlet lowers on a
dense, well foliated, bushy plant.
Kordes 1979 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Tuscany Superb ~ (Gallica) Large, semi-double
blooms are deepest crimson purple. The petals have a
velvet like texture and surround a coronet of
prominent golden yellow stamens. Subtle fragrance.
Erect, well foliated.
Rivers pre-1837 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Wilhelm ~ (Modern Shrub) ‘Skyrocket’. Clusters of
dark red semi-double lowers on long stems. Large
leathery foliage. Exceptionally good in autumn.
Kordes 1934 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Wilhelm

Tuscany Superb

Over 5 feet (150cm plus)
Anne of Geierstein ~ (Sweet Briar) A very vigorous
member of the group, with sweetly scented foliage
and single dark crimson red lowers with golden
centres these are followed by scarlet fruit.
Penzance c.1894 (300x240cm) 10 x 8’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Cerise Bouquet
Cerise Bouquet ~ (Modern Shrub) Gracefully arching
branches of greyish foliage with clusters of pinkishcrimson lowers.
£15.95 each
Kordes 1958 (360x360cm) 12 x 12’
3+ £14.35 each

Autumn Fire
Autumn Fire ~ (Modern Shrub) ‘Herbstfeuer’. Large,
semi-double lowers of dark red with a slight fragrance.
Foliage dark green. Good, yellow to red, pear shaped
hips. Occasionally repeats its lowers.
Kordes 1961
£14.95 each
(180x120cm) 6 x 4’
3+ £13.45 each
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Copenhagen
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Gipsy Boy
Gipsy Boy ~ (Bourbon) ‘Zigeunerknabe’. Medium
double lowers of deep crimson, sometimes paler with
primrose yellow anthers. Highly scented. Vigorous with
lots of foliage.
Geschwind 1909 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Dortmund
Dortmund ~ (Modern Shrub) Long, pointed bud.
Flowers very large, single, red with white eye, produced
in clusters. Foliage dark, glossy. A very vigorous shrub
or climber rose. Slight scent.
Kordes 1955 (240x180cm) 8 x 6’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Gloire de Ducher
Gloire de Ducher ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Deep red to
maroon lowers with paler reverses borne abundantly
along arching branches on a vigorous plant.
Ducher 1865 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Eddie’s Jewel
Eddie’s Jewel ~ (Modern Shrub) A Moyesii hybrid
with very large, semi-double lowers of deep red. Very
vigorous and healthy.
Eddie 1962 (240x180cm) 8 x 6’
£17.45 each
3+ 15.70 each
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Gruss an Teplitz.
See overleaf for description
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Copenhagen ~ (Modern Shrub) Scarlet lowers borne
in clusters, on a vigorous upright plant. Can also be
used as a wall climber or pillar rose.
Poulsen 1964 (240x120cm) 8 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Gruss an Teplitz ~ (China) See previous page for
picture. Dificult to classify. This rose has strong China
characteristics. Crimson lowers deepening with age,
borne in clusters. Makes a useful hedge. Strong, spicy
scent.
Geschwind 1897 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Meg Merrilies ~ (Sweet Briar) An extremely vigorous
and prickly shrub rose. Semi-double lowers of bright
crimson are followed by good red hips. One of the
best of the group. Flowers and foliage scented.
Suitable for making a tall hedge.
Penzance c.1894 (240x210cm) 8 x 7’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Hamburger Phoenix
Hamburger Phoenix ~ (Modern Shrub) Clusters of
rich red lowers on a sprawling but dense plant with
excellent dark green foliage. Good hips in autumn.
Kordes 1956 (240x150cm) 8 x 5’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Mrs Yamada
Mrs Yamada ~ (Bourbon) A maroon coloured sport
of ‘Variegata di Bologna’. Flowers are fragrant, cupped
and fully double on a vigorous plant. Discovered by
Peter Beales at the Barakura Gardens in Japan.
Beales 2002 (180x150cm) 6 x 5’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Hugh Dickson
Hugh Dickson ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) A tall, rich red of
distinction, with a lovely perfume, especially suited to
the peg-down principle, when it will produce an
abundance of lowers, repeating in autumn.
Dickson 1905 (240x150cm) 8 x 5’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Meg Merrilies
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Scharlachglut
Scharlachglut ~ (Gallica) ‘Scarlet Fire’. A handsome
shrub bearing an abundance of large, rich, scarletcrimson single lowers with pronounced golden
stamens. Large urn-shaped hips carried throughout
most of the winter. Outstanding.
Kordes 1952 (300x180cm) 10 x 6’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Souvenir d’Alphonse Lavallée ~ (Hybrid Perpetual)
A lovely double lower combining many shades of
crimson to purple maroon. Scented.
Verdier 1884 (240x180cm) 8 x 6’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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“I feel that Mary Queen of Scots is superior
to other single lowered shrub roses. It’s very
insect friendly, has wonderful cherry red
hips in autumn and looks great either in the
middle of a lawn or in the back of a border.”
Ian Limmer, Nursery Manager
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Purple Shades
These range from purple reds to the violets and smokey greys.
RHS Colour Charts: 46 A, 53 A, 58 A, 50 A to C, 70, 71, 72 A, 74 to 84

Up to 3 feet (90cm)
Lavender Pinocchio ~ (Floribunda) A mixture of fully
double, soft brown, pink and lavender trusses of
lowers. Bushy growth and leathery mid-green foliage.
Boerner 1948 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Baby Faurax
Baby Faurax ~ (Polyantha) Clusters of small violetpurple double lowers on a compact bushy plant with
ample small, green foliage.
Lille 1924 (60x45cm) 2 x 1½’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Mary Queen of Scots
Mary Queen of Scots ~ (Pimpinellifolia) A beautiful
rose. Single lowers of off-white with lilac undertones
and purplish markings around the edges of petals.
Pronounced anthers. Black-maroon fruit. Ferny foliage.
An old variety
£17.45 each
(90x90cm) 3 x 3’
3+ £15.70 each

Intermezzo
Intermezzo ~ (H.T.) A short, compact plant bearing
masses of fully double, greyish-lilac lowers; most unusual.
Dot 1963 (45x45cm) 1½ x 1½’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Lavender Pinocchio
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Murjami ~ (Species) Beautiful sprays of single purple
lowers along arching branches with ferny foliage.
Unknown 2011 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Pergolèse
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William III ~ (Pimpinellifolia) Semi-double small
lowers of rich magenta-pink fading to soft cerise. A
superb member of its group. Dark ferny foliage.
Pre 1910
£17.45 each
(90x90cm) 3 x 3’
3+ £15.70 each

Rose de Rescht
Rose de Rescht ~ (Portland) Fuchsia-red with purple
tints. Very double, pompon-like and highly scented.
Abundant foliage and good repeat lowering period.
c.1880 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

William III

3 to 5 feet (90 to 150cm)

Belle de Crécy
Belle de Crécy ~ (Gallica) A free lowering nearly
thornless bush. Beautiful lilac and mauve lowers with a
distinctive scent.
Roeser 1829 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Cardinal de Richelieu ~ (Gallica) Rich, velvety, purple
lowers borne on a compact bush. Scented and clothed
with healthy foliage, almost thornless and lax habit.
Parmentier 1840 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Cardinal de Richelieu
Charles de Mills ~ (Gallica) See picture on next page.
Unique colouring and form, quartered combining a
mixture of purples and deep reds. Very double.
Interesting mid-green foliage, very bushy.
Uncertain origin pre-1790 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Pergolèse ~ (Portland) Small to medium sized
beautiful quartered lowers of rich purple-crimson,
sometimes paling to soft lilac-mauve. Green eye at
centre of lowers. Borne in clusters. Compact habit.
Robert & Moreau 1860 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’ £17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Hansa

Charles de Mills.
See previous page for description
Chianti ~ (Modern Shrub) Large, semi-double blooms
of rich purple-maroon are produced in clusters on a
vigorous plant. Free blooming with a slight scent.
Austin 1967 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
£3+ £13.45 each

Hansa ~ (Rugosa) Large, full, reddish-violet blooms.
Very fragrant. Large fruit. Hardy. One of the best
Rugosas.
Schaum & Van Tol 1905 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Indigo

Chianti
Ferdinand de Lesseps ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) ‘Maurice
Bernardin’. A vigorous and interesting rose bearing
shapely lowers of Centifolia shape. Soft purple laced
with magenta. Scented.
de Lesseps 1869 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Ferdinand de Lesseps
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Indigo ~ (Portland) Upright but wide in habit, this
Portland produces large purple red to mauve, fully
double, fragrant lowers throughout the summer and
autumn.
Laffay c.1830 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Mme. de La Roche-Lambert ~ (Moss) Globular
lowers which open lattish with many deep purple-red
petals, which hold their colour well. Purple moss and
dark foliage. An interesting rose.
Robert 1851 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Magenta
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Président de Sèze ~ (Gallica) ‘Mme. Hébert’. A unique
mixture of pink, magenta and lilac. Well shaped and
scented. (Synonymous with Jenny Duval).
Hébert 1828 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Mrs Colville
Mrs. Colville ~ (Pimpinellifolia) A fascinating little
shrub with single, purple-crimson blooms with a white
eye, foliage is dark green and ferny.
1850 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Reine des Violettes
Reine des Violettes ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) A large
shrub bearing abundant leaves and soft, velvety, violet
and cerise lowers all through the summer. Fragrant.
Superb in most soils.
Millet-Malet 1860 (150x90cm) 5 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Nuits de Young
Nuits de Young ~ (Moss) A compact, spreading plant
with small dark leaves and small double blooms of
very dark, velvety, maroon-purple, emphasised by gold
stamens. Fragrant. Dark mossed buds and stem.
Laffay 1845 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Yesterday

Président de Sèze
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Yesterday ~ (Modern Shrub) A low, bushy shrub with
abundant shiny leaves on long stems, carrying sprays of
tiny rose red to lavender-pink, semi-double lowers.
Lightly scented. Good for cutting. An attractive and
unusual shrub rose.
Harkness 1974 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Magenta ~ (Modern Shrub) ‘Kordes Magenta’. A
moderately vigorous shrub bearing lowers of an
unusual shade of lilac-pink to mauve with a good
fragrance. They are of rosette form.
Kordes 1954 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Over 5 feet (150cm plus)

Capitaine John Ingram
Capitaine John Ingram ~ (Moss) One of the most
charming of the Moss roses. Colour varies with the
weather from dark crimson to purple. Strongly scented.
Laffay 1856 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Great Western ~ (Bourbon) Large, full quartered
lowers of maroon-purple, fragrant. Foliage dark green.
Growth arching, vigorous.
Laffay 1838 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
La Belle Sultane ~ (Gallica) ‘Rosa gallica Violacea’.
Soft violet smudged-purple, semi-single blooms, with
very pronounced gold yellow stamens. Borne on a tall
upright bush.
Unknown date and origin pre-1801
(150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Mme. Isaac Pereire
Mme. Isaac Pereire ~ (Bourbon) Huge, shaggy, fully
double blooms of mauvy-crimson, exuding an intense
perfume, carried on a large arching bush.
Garçon 1881 (210x150cm) 7 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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Roseraie de l’Hay
Roseraie de l’Hay ~ (Rugosa) A splendid shrub
producing large, loose, crimson-purple blooms opening
almost lat and smelling strongly of sugared almonds.
Good autumn colour.
Cochet-Cochet 1901
£14.95 each
(180x150cm) 6 x 5’
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container

£19.75 each

Tour de Malakoff ~ (Centifolia) ‘Black Jack’. The large
vivid, magenta lowers are lushed purple and fade to a
soft lilac-grey. Loosely formed and unique. A vigorous
bush.
Pastoret 1856 (180x150cm) 6 x 5’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

William Lobb
William Lobb ~ (Moss) ‘Old Velvet Moss’. A fairly
vigorous shrub needing some support. Heavily mossed
buds opening to large purple-magenta blooms.
Laffay 1855 (240x150cm) 8 x 5’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
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“Mutabilis is an unusual and versatile rose,
with stunning orange, red and pink lowers
that continue right through summer and
autumn. Mostly grown as a medium sized
shrub it can also be trained as a climber.”
Ian Limmer, Nursery Manager

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

Shrub Roses
The Striped Bi-Coloured, Multi-Coloured & Unusual Shades
These include all roses which are composed of two or more clearly deined colours
from pink and white, yellow and red and so on.

Up to 3 feet (90cm)

Evelyn May
Camaieux
Camaieux ~ (Gallica) Striking, pale pink blooms
striped with purplish-crimson. These are borne on
arching stems amid grey-green foliage. A most
distinctive and fragrant rose.
Gendron 1830 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Evelyn May ~ (Modern Shrub) Named for Peter
Beales’ late mother, affectionately known as Nan by
family, friends and staff. The semi-double lowers are
a pleasing mixture of orange, salmon and yellow with
a very strong perfume. Upright in growth it can be
used effectively as a specimen shrub or for hedging.
Foliage dark green.
Beales 2000 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Clementina Carbonieri
Clementina Carbonieri ~ (Tea) An interesting
combination of rich colours. Yellow, orange, pink and
reddish salmon, a very lovely long lowering, double
rose with good foliage for a Tea.
Boniglioli 1913 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Comtesse du Cayla ~ (China) A semi-double, mildly
fragrant rose of orange-red. Very free lowering, with
relexing petals. Angular growth. A most useful rose,
being soil tolerant and free lowering.
Guillot 1902 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Georges Vibert
Georges Vibert ~ (Gallica) Variously described from
carmine to purple. The stripes, are always present
amongst the abundance of petals – a tidy compact
rose suitable for the small garden.
Robert 1853 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Grandmère Jenny ~ (H.T.) Peach and golden-yellow,
lushed pink. Free lowering and healthy. A shapely
scented rose. Well worth growing.
Meilland 1950 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Grandmère Jenny

Léda
Léda ~ (Damask) ‘Painted Damask’. Blush pink, double
lowers with interesting crimson markings on the edges of
the petals. A tidy, compact plant.
Deschiens 1826 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Happy Memories
Happy Memories ~ (Modern Shrub) This is a
delightful variety, bearing masses of double, cupped
lowers of cherry, pink with creamy-white centres. It
lowers all summer and well into autumn on a dense,
bushy plant with healthy, strong foliage. An ideal
candidate for the front of the border, mass bedding
or for growing in tubs.
Beales 2001 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Hector Deane
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McGredy’s Sunset
McGredy’s Sunset ~ (H.T.) A reintroduction to the
catalogue of a well loved colourful old variety. Orange
markings on a yellow background. Good foliage, bushy
growth, fragrant.
McGredy 1936 (75x75cm) 2½ x 2½’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

President Herbert Hoover.
See description on next page
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Hector Deane ~ (H.T.) Freely produced lowers are
orange, heavily lushed pink. Good glossy foliage,
bushy growth.
McGredy 1938 (60x60cm) 2 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Old & Modern Shrub Roses

President Herbert Hoover ~ (H.T.) See previous page
for picture. Large lowers are a blend of orange, gold
and pink striping with the reverse of the petals a more
delicate shading of the same. They bear a spicy scent
and are held erect on long strong stems. Foliage is
leathery on a tall strong plant. Vigorous and free
lowering.
Coddington 1930 (90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Rosa Mundi

Tricolore de Flandre ~ (Gallica) Very similar to
‘Camaieux’ but of deeper more purple tones - perhaps
the striping is more prevalent. A lovely rose. Ideal for
the small garden.
Parmentier intr. by Van Houtte 1846
(90x60cm) 3 x 2’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Viridilora

Rosa Mundi ~ (Gallica) ‘Rosa gallica versicolour’.
A striking and very old rose, the semi-double blooms
being large with splashes of pink and white on a
crimson background. Bushy. Said to be named after Fair
Rosamund, mistress of Henry II.
12th century (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Viridilora ~ (China) ‘The Green Rose’. A strange rose,
really a novelty or collector’s specimen. Bract like
lowers of green, tinted reddish brown, with a peppery
scent. Very unusual.
Possibly c. 1743 (90x90cm) 3 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

3 to 5 feet (90cm to 150cm)

Baron Girod de l’Ain

Archiduc Joseph
Archiduc Joseph ~ (Tea) Flowers opening lat are a
mixture of pinks blended with purple and orange with
a paler centre. The foliage is dark glossy and abundant.
An unusual rose. Very vigorous. Good tea scent.
Nabonnand 1892 (150x90cm) 5 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each
Baron Girod de l’Ain ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) An
interesting rose of bright crimson red with white
edging to each petal, fragrant. Upright habit.
Reverchon 1897 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Cocktail ~ (Modern Shrub) A very striking bright rose
with clusters of single lowers on an upright plant.
Red blooms with white and yellow centres. The red
intensifying with age.
Meilland 1957 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Cocktail
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Commandant Beaurepaire ~ (Bourbon) Strong bush
with fresh green leaves. Large double crimson lowers,
striped pink, purple and marbled white. An excellent
rose.
Moreau-Robert 1874 (120x120cm) 4 x 4’ £15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Joseph’s Coat
Joseph’s Coat ~ (Modern Shrub) Loosely double
lowers are a mixture of shades but basically a deep
orange and yellow. Borne in clusters on a thorny,
upright plant with light green glossy leaves.
Armstrong & Swim 1964 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’ £15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Ferdinand Pichard
Ferdinand Pichard ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) One of the
most attractive of the striped varieties. Double, pink
and crimson lowers freely produced amid luscious
foliage and ine scent.
Tanne 1921 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Kasteel Hex
Kasteel Hex ~ (Modern Shrub) Well perfumed,
deep crimson to purple double blooms with a
medium stripe. Foliage is matt and lush. Disease
resistant and reliable. Named for the Belgian family
D’Ursel at Hex.
Beales 2013 (150x150cm) 5 x 5’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Guy Savoy
Guy Savoy ~ (Modern Shrub) A healthy, glossy rose
with large clusters of semi-double blooms of strong
pink, white and mauve stripes. Good strong scent.
Delbard 2001 (150x210cm) 5 x 7’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
John Innes ~ (Modern Shrub) Good sized, semidouble blooms, borne in clusters on a tall arching shrub
that could be a small climber. Bright cherry-red lowers,
paling to cream centres, with silvery reverse and large
coronet of stamens. Named for the centenary of the
John Innes Research Centre in Norwich.
Beales 2010 (150x90cm) 5 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Léonie Lamesch
Léonie Lamesch ~ (Polyantha) An interesting rose.
One of the early Polyantha roses, the forerunners to
the modern Floribundas; clusters of small coppery-red
blooms with yellow centres. Rich green foliage.
Lambert 1899 (120x60cm) 4 x 2’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each
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Roger Lambelin
Roger Lambelin ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Maroon fringed
white, double lowers. Good fragrance.
Schwartz 1890 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Variegata di Bologna
Variegata di Bologna ~ (Bourbon) Very pronounced
stripes of purple on a creamy-white background,
reminding one of blackcurrant jam and semolina school
dinners! A tall lax bush with coarse foliage.
Boniglioli 1909 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

Sadler’s Wells
Sadler’s Wells ~ (Modern Shrub) This is a ine,
continuous lowering shrub. The semi-single lowers
are produced in large, well-spaced clusters on a
vigorous plant. The background colour is silvery-pink
but each petal is laced with cherry red, especially at
the edges.
Beales 1983 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Vick’s Caprice
Vick’s Caprice ~ (Hybrid Perpetual) Large, double
cupped lowers with high centres. An unusual rose of
pale pink and lilac with white and deep pink stripes.
Attractive foliage on relatively thornless shoots.
Vick 1891 (120x90cm) 4 x 3’
£17.45 each
3+ £15.70 each

Thumbs Up
Thumbs Up ~ (Modern Shrub) An unusual but
charming rose, large fully double scented lowers of
soft yellow with pastel pink stripes as if applied with a
brush. The blooms are freely produced in clusters all
summer through. A shrub rose with vigorous growth,
bushy and slightly arching, which could easily be
adapted as a climber.
Horner 2006 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Village Maid
Village Maid ~ (Centifolia) ‘Belles des Jardins’ ‘La
Rubanée’ ‘Rosa x centifolia’ ‘Unique Panachée’
‘Variegata’. A perfumed free lowering, unique double
rose of white striped lilac. Vigorous, thorny and very
loriferous.
Vibert 1821 (150x120cm) 5 x 4’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
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Mutabilis ~ (China) ‘Rosa turkestanica’ ‘Tipo Ideale’. A
very unusual rose. Can reach 180cm, but more likely to
stay relatively dwarf. Continuously producing single
lowers of honey-yellow to orange and red.
Considerably older than 1932 when it was introduced in
Switzerland.
Probably pre Redouté (150x90cm) 5 x 3’ £15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Frühlingsmorgen
Frühlingsmorgen ~ (Modern Shrub/Pimpinellifolia
Hybrid) Medium, single lowers of cherry pink with
primrose centres. Occasionally recurrent. A superb shrub.
Kordes 1942 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each

Plaisanterie

Honorine de Brabant
Honorine de Brabant ~ (Bourbon) A very acceptable
striped rose. Delicate shades of lilac with purple
markings, especially good in autumn.
Unknown origin (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
Available in a 4 litre container
£19.75 each

Plaisanterie ~ (Hybrid China Musk) Beautiful semidouble, honey and pink blooms that age to dark rosepink. Borne in large clusters amid semi-glossy
reddish-purple foliage. Smaller lowers than ‘Mutabilis’.
Lens 1996 (180x180cm) 6 x 6’
£15.95 each
3+ £14.35 each

York and Lancaster

Mutabilis
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York and Lancaster ~ (Damask) ‘Rosa damascena
versicolor’. Perfumed, blush white lowers, striped or
mottled with pink. Needs very good soil to do well.
More a collector’s piece than of real garden merit.
Pre-1551 (180x120cm) 6 x 4’
£14.95 each
3+ £13.45 each
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Over 5 feet (150cm plus)

